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Abstract 

Invention of hollow-core fiber has been proven an ideal medium to 

study light-gas interaction.  Tight confinement of light inside hollow-

core fiber allows unremitting and tailored interaction between light and 

gas over long distances. In this work, we used a special kind of hollow-

core fiber − hollow-core anti-resonant (HC-AR) fiber to study the vari-

ous nonlinear effects filled with Raman free noble gas. One of the main 

striking features of HC-AR fiber is that ∼99.99% light can be guided 

inside the central hollow-core region, which significantly enhances dam-

age threshold level. HC-AR fiber can sustain 10s of �J pulse energies, 

tolerate mutiple-watts of average powers, provide a clean spatial mode 

profile and give flexible beam handling and delivery. It also offers rela-

tively low-loss, broadband guidance, and low anomalous group-velocity 

dispersion (GVD). Both the dispersion and nonlinearity can be tuned 

by simply changing the pressure of the gas while at the same time 

providing extremely wide transparency ranges. In this thesis, we pro-

pose several low-loss broadband guidance HC-AR fibers and investigate 

soliton-plasma dynamics using HC-AR fiber filled with noble gas in the 

mid-IR.  

The combined action of self-focusing self-phase modulation (SPM) 

and anomalous GVD allows strong soliton self-compression down to 

sub-single cycle duration inside HC-AR fiber. The peak intensity at the 

maximum temporal compression can reach over 1014 W/cm2 which is 

sufficient to ionize the gas and form a plasma.   

We investigate numerically soliton-plasma interaction in a noble-

gas-filled silica HC-AR fiber pumped in anomalous dispersion regime at 

3.0 �m. We observe multiple soliton self-compression stages due to 

distinct stages where either the self-focusing or the self-defocusing non-

linearity dominates. Specifically, the parameters may be tuned so the 
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competing plasma self-defocusing nonlinearity only dominates over the 

Kerr self-focusing nonlinearity around the soliton self-compression stage, 

where the increasing peak intensity on the leading pulse edge initiates a 

competing self-defocusing plasma nonlinearity acting nonlocally on the 

trailing edge, effectively preventing soliton-formation there. As the 

plasma switches off after the self-compression stage, self-focusing domi-

nates again, initiating another soliton self-compression stage in the 

trailing edge. This process is accompanied by supercontinuum genera-

tion spanning 1 − 4 �m. We also demonstrate coherence of the super-

continuum and find that the spectral coherence drops as the secondary 

compression stage is initiated. 
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Resumé 

Opfindelsen af hul-kerne fiberen har vist sig et ideelt medie til at stude-

re lys-gas interaktion. Tæt indespærring af lys i en hul-kerne fiber tilla-

der utrættelig og skræddersyet vekselvirkning mellem lys og gas over 

lange afstande. I dette arbejde anvendte vi en særlig slags A hul kerne 

anti-resonant (HC-AR) fiber til at undersøge de forskellige ikke-lineære 

effekter  i Raman fri ædelgas. Et af de vigtigste slående træk ved HC-

AR fiber er at ∼99,99 % af lyset let kan føres ind i den centrale hul-

kerne region, hvilket væsentligt forøger tærsklen for optisk skade på 

fiberen. HC-AR fiber kan opretholde mere end  J puls energi, tolerere 

adskillige Watt gennemsnitseffekt, give en ren rumlig mode profil og 

give fleksibel lysstråle håndtering og levering. Den medfører også rela-

tivt lavt tab, bredbåndet lysledning, og lav anomal gruppe-hastighed 

dispersion (GVD). Både dispersionen og ikke-lineariteten kan ændres 

ved blot at ændre trykket af gassen, og på samme tid give ekstremt 

brede bånd med spektral gennemsigtighed. I denne afhandling foreslår 

vi flere lav–tabs, bredbåndede og lysledende HC-AR fibre, og undersø-

ger soliton-plasma dynamik igennem HC-AR fibre fyldt med ædelgas i 

mid-IR. 

Den kombinerede virkning af selv-fokusering, selvfasemodulation 

(SPM) og anomal GVD tillader stærk soliton selv-kompression ned til 

under en enkelt optiskcyklus varigheden inde HC-AR fiberen. 

Topintensiteten ved den maksimale tidsmæssige kompression kan nå 

over 1014 W/cm2, hvilket er tilstrækkeligt til at ionisere gas og danne et 

plasma. 

Vi undersøger numerisk soliton-plasma interaktion i en ædel-gasfyldt 

silikat HC-AR fiber pumpet i det anormale dispersions regime ved 3,0 

�m. Vi observerer flere soliton selv-kompressionstrin på grund af for-

skellige stadier, hvor enten den selv-fokuserende eller den selv-
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defokuserende ikke-linearitet dominerer. Mere specifikt kan parametre-

ne indstilles således at den konkurrerende plasma selv-defokuserende 

ikke-linearitet kun dominerer over den Kerr selv-fokuserende ikke-

linearitet omkring soliton selv-kompressionstrinnet, hvor den stigende 

topintensitet forrest på impulskanten sætter gang i en konkurrerende 

selv-defokuserende plasma ikke-linearitet, der påvirker pulsen ikke-

lokalt på bagkanten, hvilket effektivt forhindrer soliton-formation. Som 

plasmaet slukker efter selv-kompressionstrinnet vil selv-fokusering igen 

dominere, hvilket giver anledening til endnu et soliton selv-

kompressionstrin på bagkanten af pulsen. Denne proces ledsages af 

superkontinuum generering der breder sig over 1-4 �m. Vi demonstre-

rer også kohærensen af dette superkontinuum og finder, at den spektra-

le kohærens falder når den sekundære kompressions fase påbegyndes. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Light guidance in hollow-core photonic crystal fibers (HC-PCFs) also 

named as hollow-core fibers (HCFs) [1]–[3] has enabled new applica-

tions due to their extraordinary properties compared to solid-core fi-

bers: when light propagates in a  gas-filled core instead of glass, it 

propagates faster and often with low dispersion, and the gas tolerates 

extremely large pulse energies and allow tunable control over dispersion 

and nonlinearity through pressure [4]. These fibers are promising can-

didates for applications such high-power [5] and ultra-short pulse deliv-

ery [6], pulse compression [7], mid-IR transmission [8], telecommunica-

tion [9], terahertz applications [10]. 

HCF allows diffraction-free propagation and enhanced light-gas in-

teraction over long distances when the fiber is filled with gas.  Gas-

filled HCF has applications such as soliton pulse compression [11], [12], 

supercontinuum generation [13], UV-light generation [12], soliton-

plasma dynamics [4], [11], [14], [15] and so on.  

Two categories of single-material hollow-core fibers have been stud-

ied and designed in the previous decade.  The first one is a hollow-core 

photonic bandgap (HC-PBG) fiber shown in Fig. 1.1(a), which guides 

light in the air-core using a 2D periodic cladding structure showing a 

photonic band gap [1]. Thus, the cladding does not support modes for a 

certain range of optical frequencies and propagation constants. In these 

ranges the core mode is not able to couple with cladding modes and is 

thus guided in the hollow air-core. However, the HC-PBG fiber suffers 

from limited transmission bandwidth [16], strong power overlap of the 

core modes with the glass cladding and high group-velocity dispersion 
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(especially at the band-gap edges) which hinders some of the nonlinear 

applications such as intense few cycle pulse generation and supercon-

tinuum generation. The lowest transmission loss reported of this kind 

of fiber is 1.2 dB/km at 1.62 �m [18]. 

The second fiber category, which guides light via inhibited coupling 

(IC) between the core and cladding modes and the anti-resonant effect 

[19]–[21], include also the so-called hollow-core anti-resonant (HC-AR) 

fibers. The overlap integral between the cladding modes and the core 

modes can be strongly reduced by carefully engineering the interaction 

between the cladding modes and the core modes [22]–[24]. This concept 

is known in quantum mechanics/condensed matter as “quasi-bound or 

bound state in a continuum”. This type of fiber allows much broader 

spectral bandwidths than that achieved in HC-PBG fibers. An example 

of hollow-core fibers guiding via inhibited coupling is the Kagome fiber 

 

Figure 1.1. SEM image of (a) HC-PBG fiber (image courtesy: NKT photonics 

A/S), (b) Kagome HCF [15], (c) Hypocycloid kagome HCF [17], (d) node-free 

HC-AR fiber, (e) Ice-cream cone shape HC-AR fiber, and (f) Node-free nested 

HC-AR fiber (image courtesy (d-f): Microstructured Fibers and Devices 

Group, CREOL, University of Central Florida, USA). 
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[25], [26] which is shown in Fig. 1.1(b). Several Kagome fibers with 

different core shapes and sizes have been studied and developed to date 

for controlling the leakage loss (also known as confinement loss) and 

modal properties [3], [17], [25], [27]. The reported results so far in [3], 

[17], [25], [27] show that the core shape plays a vital role for the modal 

content for example when the core shape is hypocycloid type [3], [17], 

the power fraction in silica, and the leakage loss. The lowest reported 

transmission loss of a Kagome fiber was 30 dB/km at 1.55 µm, which 

was measured in a so-called hypocycloid-core Kagome fiber [27].  

Other types of HC-AR fibers with low losses have been proposed 

and developed by several research groups as an alternative optical 

transmission medium in spectral ranges with high material loss [20], 

[28]–[33]. All of the proposed designs have used “negative-curvature” 

core boundaries (just like the hypocycloid-core Kagome fiber [3]), as 

these fibers offer broad transmission bands and low losses due to both a 

low leakage loss and a weak overlap of the core modes with the silica 

part of the fiber [29]–[33]. A particularly simple HC-AR fiber design is 

proposed where a silica capillary has a periodic arrangement of smaller 

silica “cladding tubes” acting as anti-resonant elements that define the 

negative-curvature core which is shown in Fig. 1.1(d). It was first 

demonstrated in [33] that such a fiber guides light even at mid-IR 

wavelengths above 3.5 �m, despite the very high material loss of silica 

in this spectral regime.  

An ice-cream cone shape negative-curvature HC-AR fiber was fabri-

cated and demonstrated [29] to have a transmission loss of only 34 

dB/km at 3.05 �m, and transmission of wavelengths beyond 4 �m was 

also demonstrated. The fiber design is shown in Fig. 1.1(e). 

Recently, a modified form of HC-AR fibers has been introduced [31], 

where smaller tubes are nested inside the tubes defining the core which 

is shown in Fig. 1.1(f). This reduces the coupling between the funda-

mental core mode and the cladding modes, and thereby the leakage loss 
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is reduced. Leakage losses at 3.05 �m were predicted to be below 0.1 

dB/km using a single nested anti-resonant element in each larger tube, 

The aim of this PhD project is to investigate femtosecond pulse 

propagation in HC-AR fiber filled with noble gas particularly in the 

mid-IR spectral range. Using gas-filled HC-AR fiber, we have investi-

gated soliton-plasma dynamics and supercontinuum generation in the 

mid-IR. With this in mind, we have designed, fabricated and demon-

strated several low-loss HC-AR fibers which offer broadband light 

guidance (some of the fibers guide from UV to mid-IR) and effectively 

single-mode operation. The fibers were fabricated and characterized at 

CREOL, Microstructured Fibers and Devices Group, University of 

Central Florida, USA. 

Chapter 2 will discuss the nonlinear optical pulse propagation equa-

tion such as unidirectional pulse propagation equation (UPPE) and 

Generalized Schrödinger nonlinear pulse propagation equation 

(GNLSE). The basic linear and nonlinear effects in fibers are discussed 

in this chapter.  

In Chapter 3 we will discuss the guiding mechanism and modal 

properties of 4 different types of HC-AR fiber. We will show that how 

arrangement of the anti-resonant cladding tubes affect the loss perfor-

mance and single-mode operation.  

Chapter 4 describes the role of the shape and position of the nested 

tubes of HC-AR fiber in terms of loss performance and single-mode 

operation.  

Chapter 5 introduces a novel HC-AR fiber in which cladding tubes 

are anisotropic in shape. We will show that anisotropic tube HC-AR 

fiber has better loss performance and single-mode operation compared 

to the circular tube HC-AR fiber. We will also discuss the transmission 

and loss spectrum of some novel HC-AR fibers. 

Chapter 6 presents the modal properties of gas-filled HC-AR fiber. 

Various models to calculate group velocity dispersion (GVD) of gas-
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filled HC-AR fiber is discussed.  Finally, soliton dynamics and UV light 

generation is also presented. 

 In Chapter 7 we will discuss the optical pulse propagation in gas-

filled HC-AR in the high intensity regime. Using gas-filled HC-AR fiber, 

soliton-plasma dynamics is investigated in the mid-IR. 

 Finally, a summary of this thesis and final remarks are presented in 

Chapter 8.  
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Chapter 2 

Nonlinear optical pulse propagation in fibers 

In this chapter, the basic principles of nonlinear pulse propagation in 

fiber have been discussed. The pulse propagation is derived from the 

well-known Maxwell’s equation and expressed in this work as a func-

tion of real electric field. We will mainly focus on the unidirectional 

pulse propagation equation (UPPE) [1][2] optical carrier resolved prop-

agation model. In this thesis, the optical pulse propagation in the fiber 

has been studied using the UPPE. Finally, basic nonlinear effects in 

fibers are discussed which are based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equa-

tion (NLSE). 

2.1 Maxwell’s wave equation 

The propagation of an electromagnetic wave is governed by the Max-

well’s equation and can be written as in the point form [3]–[6] 

 
∇.� = ��0 (2.1) 

 ∇. 	 = 0 (2.2) 

 ∇ × � = − 	�  (2.3) 

 ∇ × � = � + ��  (2.4) 

 	 = �0� + �  

 � = �0��� + �,  

where E and H indicate electric filed and magnetic field, D and B indi-

cate electric and magnetic flux density, J and � indicate current densi-
ty and charge density, �0  and �0  are the vacuum permittivity and 
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permeability, �� is the relative permittivity, P and M present electric 

and magnetic polarization. Symbols in bold present vector quantities. 

The nabla symbol “∇” denotes Laplacian operator, “�.”and “� × ” de-

note divergence and curl operator.  

In a region, where there is no charge (� =  0) and no current (J = 
0), and in a non-magnetic medium such as in optical fiber M = 0, 

Maxwell’s equations reduce to 

∇. � = 0 (2.5) ∇.	 = 0 (2.6) 

∇ × � = −	�  (2.7) 

∇ × � = �� = (�0��� + ���)� , (2.8) 

To derive the Maxwell’s wave equation, we use the following equations 

∇ × ∇ × � = ∇(∇.�) − ∇2�, (2.9) 

The second term of Eq. (2.9) can be omitted assuming that the longi-

tudinal field component of the fundamental mode is negligibly small. 

Using the formulas (2.7) and (2.8), Eq. (2.9) can be written as  

∇2� = (∇ × 	� ) = �0 � (∇ × �)
= �0 � (ϵ0 (ϵ��)� + ���� ),  (2.10) 

The Maxwell’s wave equation in time domain can be written as  

∇2� − 1!2
2
�2 ∫  

#

−∞  
��(� − �′)�&�′ = �0 2����2  ,   (2.11) 

where ! = 1√)0+0 is the velocity of light in vacuum.  

In frequency domain the Maxwell’s wave equation can be written as 

∇2�(,) + ,2-2(.)!2 = −�0,2���(,),    (2.12) 
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where -(,) is the frequency dependent effective mode index which is 

related to the relative permittivity, �� by the following relation 
 ��(,) = (-(,) + /0(,)!2, )2, (2.13) 

where , is the angular frequency and 0 is absorption coefficient. 
The induced electric polarization P can is expressed in terms of linear 

and nonlinear polarization as [5]  

 � = �� + ���, (2.14) 

where PL and PNL is the linear and nonlinear polarization respectively. 

The linear polarization is related with the linear susceptibility,2(1) with 
the following relation 

 �� = ϵ0 ∫2(1)(� − �′). �(3, �′)
#

−∞
. (2.15) 

The nonlinear polarization is related to the third order susceptibility, 

χ(3) which is expressed as [5] 

��� = ϵ0 ∭ 2(3)(� − �1, � − �2, � − �3)#
−∞⋮  �(3, �1)�(3, �2)�(3, �3)&�1&�2&�3. (2.16) 

The third order susceptibility 2(3) gives rise to the Kerr effect. The 
Kerr effect is an intensity dependent modification of the refractive in-

dex, which leads to phenomena such as self-phase modulation (SPM), 

cross-phase modulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM). The 

intensity dependent refractive index can be expressed as  

 ∆- = -2|9|2;             -2 = 32(3)
4!�0-02,  (2.17) 

where |9|2 is the intensity of the pulse. 
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2.2 Pulse propagation equation 

2.2.1 Unidirectional pulse propagation equation 

To derive the UPPE, we assume the pulse propagation in the positive 

z-direction and disregard any transverse variations in the fields [7]. We 

consider the electric and nonlinear polarization fields are polarized in 

the same direction.  In scalar from the wave equation can be written as 

 (=2 − -2(,)!2 #2)9(>, �) = �0#2?@A(>, �). (2.18) 

The electric field propagating in the z-direction is written as 

 9(>, �) = 12B ∫ C(>, ,)DE(F(G)=−G#)&,
∞

−∞
, (2.19) 

where C is the amplitude of the electric field and H(,) is the propaga-
tion constant. In the above equation the electric field is a real quantity, 

therefore 9(>, �) = 9∗(>, �)  and C(>, −,)DEF(−G)= = C∗(>, ,)D−EF(G)=.  If 
we consider only positive frequencies, Eq. (2.19) can be separated two 

integrals as 

9(>, �) = 12B ∫ C(>, ,)DE(F(G)=−G#)&,
∞

0
+ 12B ∫ C∗D−E(F(G)=−G#)&,,

∞

0
 (2.20) 

Using Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.20), we can write 

12B ∫ (2C>2 + 2/H(,)
∞

0
C> − H2(,)C)DE(F(G)=−G#)&, 

+ 12B ∫ (2C∗
>2 + 2/H(,)

∞

0
C∗
> − H2(,)C∗)D−E(F(G)=−G#)&,  

 

− 1!2
2
�2 ∫-2(� − �′)9(>, �′)&�′

#

−∞ 
= − �02B ∫ ,2?NL(>, ,)D−EG#&,,

∞ 

−∞
 

(2.21) 
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We know that the convolution of refractive index with the electric field 

is a real quantity and the right side in Eq. (2.21) is also real, we have 

-2(−,) = -2(,) and ?NL(>, −,) = ?NL∗ (>, ,).  
Therefore, Eq. (2.21) can be written as  

12B ∫ (2C>2 + 2/H(,)
∞

0
C> − H2(,)C)DE(F(G)=−G#)&, + !. !. 

 = − �02B ∫ ,2?NL(>, ,)D−EG#&,
∞ 

0
+ !. ! (2.22) 

The equality of the above equation is satisfied when the condition is 

met for positive frequencies. 

 (2C(>, ,)>2 + 2/H(,) C(>, ,)> )DEF(G)= = −�0,2?NL(>, ,)   (2.23) 

For slow varying approximation |=C(>, ,)| ≪ |H(,)C(>, ,)|  and 

=2C ≪ =H(,)C. The first term in the above equation can be removed 

and Eq. (2.23) reduces to 

 
C(>, ,)> = /2H(,) �0,2?NL(>, ,)D−EF(G)= (2.24) 

Using Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.24), the forward UPPE can be written as 

 
9(>, ,)> = /H(,)9(>, ,) + / ,2

2!2�0H(,) ?NL(>, ,). (2.25) 

The above UPPE is derived assuming no loss in the fiber. If we include 

loss, then the above equation can be expressed as 

 

9(>, ,)> = /H(,)9(>, ,) − 0(,)2 9(>, ,)
+ / ,2

2!2�0H(,)?NL(>, ,), (2.26) 

where 0(,) is the attenuation in M−1. The above equation is equiva-
lent to [1], [8], [9]. The numerical simulations are performed in a co-
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moving time frame traveling at the group velocity of the pump pulse so 

that the propagating pulse always remains in sight [10], [11]. The 

UPPE has been extensively used to investigate nonlinear effects in gas-

filled fibers [10], [12]–[16].  

2.2.2 Generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation 

Another well-known and accurate method which is based on the com-

plex envelope is also extensively used to investigate nonlinear effects in 

fibers known as generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (GNLSE).  

In the retarded time frame N = � − >/PQ, GNLSE is expressed as [5], 
[17]–[19]   

 
C> − / ∑ /SHS M!  SCNS + 02 C    

S≥2
  

 

= /V (1 + /NWℎYZ[ N )
× (C(>, �)∫ ](N´)|C(>, N − N´)|2&N´∞

−∞
). (2.27) 

The linear propagation effects are shown in the left-hand side in which 

0 is the attenuation and HS is the dispersion coefficients related with 

the Taylor series expansion of the propagation constant H(,) about the 
carrier frequency ,0.  

The right-hand side of Eq.(2.27) represents the nonlinear effects 

where V is the nonlinear coefficient and ](` ) is the Raman response 

function. The strength of the nonlinearity is described by nonlinear 

coefficient V, which is expressed as [5] 
 V = ,0-2(,0)!Ceff(,0), (2.28) 

where Ceff is the effective mode area at the carrier frequency ,0. How-
ever, frequency dependent nonlinear coefficient is defined as [20]  
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 V(,) = -2-eff(,0),0-eff(,)!√Ceff(,)Ceff(,0), (2.29) 

where -eff  is the effective mode index of the core-guided mode. The 

Raman function ](`) is modeled as [5]  

  

](`) = (1 − cd)e(�) + cdℎd(�)= (1 − cd)e(�)
+ cd N12 + N22N1N22 D−( #h2) sin ( �N1)Θ(�), (2.30) 

where Θ(�) is the Heaviside step function and e(�) is the Dirac delta 
function. The Raman function consists of two parts: (1) the electronic 

response, which is assumed instantaneous and hence described by the 

delta function e(�) and (2) the delayed Raman response ℎd(�) originat-
ing from phonon interactions [19]. In our work, we will be using Raman 

inactive noble gas, therefore Raman contribution can be neglected from 

Eq. (2.27) which has been discussed in chapter 6. The derivative term 

on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.27) models the dispersion of the non-

linearity characterized by a time scale NWℎYZ[ = 1/,0, which leads to 
effect i.e., self-steepening [5].  

If we only consider group-velocity dispersion (GVD) and instantane-

ous Kerr nonlinearity, the GNLSE reduces to the standard nonlinear 

Schrödinger equation (NLSE) expressed as 

 
C> = −/H22 2CN2 + /VC|C|2.     (2.31) 

The NLSE is the simplest nonlinear equation to study the Kerr effect. 

2.3 Group-velocity dispersion 

When a light wave interacts with bound electrons of a dielectric (fiber), 

the medium response in general depends on the optical frequency. This 

property, referred to as chromatic dispersion, manifests through the 

frequency dependent nature of the refractive index -(,). The origin of 
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chromatic dispersion is related to the characteristic resonance frequen-

cies at which the medium absorbs the electromagnetic radiation 

through oscillations of bound electrons. The refractive index is well 

approximated by the Sellmeier equation [5] 

 -2(,) = 1 + ∑ ( op,p2,p2 − ,2) ,S
p=1

 (2.32) 

where ,p is the resonance frequency and op is the strength of jth reso-
nance. For optical fibers, the parameter ,p and op are obtained exper-
imentally by fitting the measured dispersion curves to Eq. (2.32) with 

M =  3 and depend on the core constituents. Mathematically, the ef-

fect of fiber dispersion are accounted for by expanding the mode-

propagation constant J in a Taylor series about the center frequency ,0: 
 H(,) = -(,) ,! + H1(, − ,0) + 12 H2(, − ,0)2 + ⋯  (2.33) 

where HS = (&SH/&,S )G−G0 , the term H1 is related to group velocity 
by PQ  =  H1−1, while H2 is responsible for pulse broadening. Both are 
related to refractive index - and its derivatives through the relations 
 H1 = 1! (- + , &-&,) = -Q! = 1PQ, (2.34) 

 H2 = 1! (2 &-&, + , &2-&,2) ≈ ,! (&2-&,2), (2.35) 

where -Q is the group index. Chromatic dispersion is composed of ma-

terial dispersion and waveguide dispersion. The dispersion can be ex-

pressed by the following first order approximation [8] 

 t(u) = &H1&u = − 2B!H2u2 ≈ − u! (&2-vww&u2 )  (2.36) 

where -vww  is the effective refractive index of the fundamental mode, 

u is the wavelength, and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. If H2 < 0, 
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the GVD is said to be anomalous, GVD is said to be normal if H2 > 0. 
The sign of H2 plays important role on the pulse propagation in fiber. 

2.4 Propagation regimes in fibers 

Depending on the fiber parameters and pulse parameters, the pulse 

propagation in fiber can be either linear, nonlinear, or both. Therefore, 

it is necessary to define two characteristic length scales in order to get 

an idea which effect has dominant contribution in the pulse propaga-

tion.  

 The dispersion length z{ is the length over which the dispersive 

effects become important. The dispersion length can be defined as [5] 

 z{ = `02|H2|, (2.37) 

where `0 is the pulse duration. For a Gaussian pulse `0 = |}~��2��√2 . 
 The nonlinear length z@A is defined as [5] 

 z@A = 1V?0,  (2.38) 

where ?0 is the peak power of the input pulse. The dispersion length z{  and nonlinear length z@A  defines different propagation regimes. 

For given length of fiber L, if z{ ≫ z and z@A ≫ z, the dispersion 
and nonlinear effects will not affect the propagating pulse. The pulse 

will propagate without changing its shape. If z{ < z and z@A ≫ z, 
the pulse will be dominated by dispersive effects and nonlinearity will 

not affect during the propagation and vice-versa. 

Ifz{ ≪ z and z@A ≪ z, the pulse will be dominated by both disper-

sive and nonlinear effects. The soliton will only form in the anomalous 

dispersion regime, when dispersion effect is equal to the nonlinear effect. 
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2.4.1 Linear propagation regime 

The linear propagation regime dominates when z{ ≪ z@A. In this case 
nonlinear effects can be neglected and Eq. (2.31) can be written as 

 
C> = −/H22 2CN2 , (2.39) 

If C(̃>, ,) is the Fourier-transform of C(>, N) such that  
 C(>, N) = 12B ∫ C(̃>, ,)D−EGh&,,∞

−∞
   (2.40) 

The solution of Eq. (2.39) in the frequency domain becomes  

 C(̃>, ,) = C(̃0, ,)D(E2F2G2=). (2.41) 

It can be seen from Eq. (2.41) that in the spectral domain GVD chang-

es the phase of each spectral component of the pulse that depends on 

both the frequency and propagation distance.  

In the time domain, the solution of Eq. (2.41) for Gaussian input 

pulse can be expressed as [5] 

 C(>, N) = |0(|02−EF2=)12  e[− �2
2(�02−��2�)]. (2.42) 

It can be seen from Eq. (2.42) that in the time domain, a Gaussian 

pulse maintains its shape during the propagation in fibers However, the 

pulse duration changes according to the following equation [5] 

 N(>) = `0√1 + ( >z{)2. (2.43) 

2.4.2 Nonlinear propagation regime 

When z@A ≪ z{,  the dispersion effect can be neglected so that Eq. 
(2.31) reduces to  

 
C> = /V|C|2C, (2.44) 
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The general solution of the above equation is 

 C(>, N) = C(0, N)DE�|�(0,h)|2=;  �@A(>, N) = V|C(0, N)|2>. (2.45) 

It is clear from Eq. (2.45) that temporal shape of the pulse remains 

same (|C(>, N)|2 = |C(0, N)|2). However, the pulse acquirers a phase 
shift �@A(>, N) during the propagation which depends on the initial 
pulse shape and chirp resulting in changes in the pulse spectrum. The 

phenomenon is called self-phase modulation (SPM). Due to the SPM 

effect new frequency components are generated which broaden the 

pulse spectrum. For an un-chirped Gaussian pulse, the leading edge of 

the pulse will be downshifted in frequency and the trailing edge up-

shifted, respectively, which spectrally broadens the pulse [21].  

Due to the intensity dependence of group-velocity self-steepening oc-

curs because the pulse peak moves at a lower speed than the wings of 

the pulse. The shape of the pulse is altered in such a way that the trail-

ing edge of the pulse becomes steeper and the leading edge flatter. The 

combined effect of SPM and self-steepening results in an asymmetric 

spectral broadening; for ultrashort pulses it shifts the pulse peak to the 

trailing edge with propagation, which ultimately creates an optical 

shock [5]. 

The Kerr effect also indicates that the refractive index can be modu-

lated by the intensity of a co-propagating wave through cross-phase 

modulation (XPM). The nonlinear phase shift experienced by a field C1 
in the presence of a co-propagating field C2 at a different frequency can 
be approximated by 

  �@A(>, N) ≈ V(|C1(0, N)|2 + 2|C2(0, N)|2)>.  (2.46) 

The first term in the right-hand side is due to SPM and the second 

term is from XPM, which is seen to be twice as effective as SPM effect.  
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2.5 Soliton 

The soliton is a pulse that retains its shape during the propagation. 

The existence of soliton is perfect balance between GVD and SPM. In 

the anomalous dispersion regime, the chirp from the SPM can be exact-

ly compensated by dispersion effect. The  solitons are exact solutions to 

the NLSE of the form [5] 

 C(>, N) = √?0 sech( hh0) D−E|F2|=/2h2
, (2.47) 

where ?0 is the peak power. The soliton number �  is the contribution 

of dispersion length and nonlinearity length given by  

 �2 = z{z@A = V?0`02|H2| . (2.48) 

The soliton order � = 1 refers to fundamental soliton which propa-

gates without any change in temporal and spectral shape. If � > 1, the 
soliton is referred to as a higher-order soliton. In case of a higher-order 

soliton, the soliton evolves periodically during the propagation which is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. Unlike the fundamental soliton, higher-order solitons 

do not propagate without changing their shape. However, under ideal-

ized conditions, solitons change shape in a periodic manner and recover 

their initial shape after one soliton period. The oscillation period is 

expressed as [5] 

 >WY� = B2 z{. (2.49) 
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2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a unidirectional pulse propagation equation (UPPE), 

optical carrier resolved model for pulse propagation in fibers is dis-

cussed. We derive the UPPE starting from scalar nonlinear wave equa-

tion with minimal approximation [9], with proper interpretations of the 

nonlinear induced polarizations. 

We also discuss the basics of pulse propagation in fibers. The disper-

sion and nonlinearity plays important role on the pulse propagation. 

When dispersion is dominant over nonlinearity, dispersion only affects 

the temporal pulse profile while pulse spectrum remains same. When 

the nonlinearity is acting alone, new frequencies are generated due to 

the SPM effect. The combined action of dispersion, SPM, and other 

nonlinear effects on the pulse propagation is discussed in chapter 7. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. (a) Spectral and (b) temporal evolution of � ≈ 4  soliton 

with H2 ≈ −10 fs2/cm at 1 �m pump wavelength and `���� = 30 fs Gauss-
ian pulse.   
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Chapter 3 

Hollow-core anti-resonant fibers 

In this chapter, we will discuss the guiding mechanism and modal 

properties of several hollow-core anti-resonant (HC-AR) fibers. Our 

numerical analysis predicts that these HC-AR fibers show low trans-

mission (propagation) loss, bending loss, broad transmission window, 

and also offer effectively single-mode operation both in the mid-IR and 

near-IR spectral regime.   

3.1 Guiding mechanism of HC-AR fiber 

The guiding mechanism of an HC-AR fiber is based on the combination 

of inhibited coupling to low density states of cladding modes and anti-

resonance as recently proposed by Poletti [1].  As a simple tool, an 

anti-resonant optical waveguide (ARROW) model can be used to ex-

plain the guiding mechanism of HC-AR fiber. The ARROW model was 

first proposed in 1986 and it is widely used as a simple tool to explain 

hollow-core photonic band gap (HC-PBG) and other hollow-core fibers 

[2]. 

In an ARROW model, the cladding consists of high index layers 

around the core region, which can be considered as a Fabry-Perot reso-

nator.  It can be seen from Fig. 3.1(a) that light is reflected back from 

the high index layers and strongly confined in the core region at anti-

resonant wavelength. Light is guided in the cladding when the wave-

length of light in the core matches a resonant wavelength of the Fabry-
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Perot cavity as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The position of the resonance 

wavelength assuming �/� ≪ 1	can be expressed as [3] 

 �� = 2	1�� √(	2	1)
2 − 1, � = 1,2,… (3.1) 

where � is the core radius, � is the thickness the high index layer, 	1 is 
the refractive index of the core, 	2 is the refractive index of the high 

index layer (cladding), and � is the order of resonance. Assuming all 

high index layers are identical and they are in resonance with each 

other, then the light will leak perpendicular to the core [3].  

The condition  for anti-resonant reflection is given by [3] 

 
�� = 4	1�2� + 1√(	2	1)

2 − 1, � = 0,1,2,… 
(3.2) 

The same principle can be used to explain the guidance in HC-AR fi-

bers [1].  The guiding mechanism of HC-AR fiber is given by anti-

resonant elements present in the core-wall or in the cladding structure. 

 

Figure 3.1 Intensity profile of an optical field in the core region and first high 

index regions. (a) Light is confined in the core at anti-resonant wavelength 

and (b) light is guided in the Fabry-Perot cavity at the resonant wavelength. 

Redrawn after [4]. 

n2
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n2 n2
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If the light launched in the fiber is in anti-resonance with the glass 

structures/tubes which act as resonators, the light will be trapped in 

the core and cannot leak to the cladding. The overlap integral between 

the cladding modes and the core mode can be strongly reduced by care-

fully engineering the interaction between the cladding modes and the 

core mode [5]–[7]. The absolute amount of loss of the core modes will 

then depend on inhibited coupling between the core and cladding 

modes due to a low density of cladding modes[8]–[11], which is a prop-

erty that can be controlled by suitable fiber design engineering which 

will discussed in this Chapter and Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

When the light in the fiber is in-resonance with cladding elements, 

the light cannot be confined in the core and it can propagate inside the 

glass structure via cladding modes meaning that there is a strong cou-

pling between the core modes and cladding modes showing high loss.   

3.2 HC-AR fibers in the mid-IR 

In this section, we thoroughly investigate the modal properties of 4 

different types of HC-AR fibers. We will discuss and compare the 

transmission loss and bend loss performance and show effectively sin-

gle-mode operation of these HC-AR fibers.  

3.2.1 Geometry of mid-IR HC-AR fiber 

The geometry of negative curvature HC-AR fibers considered in simu-

lations is shown in Fig. 3.2. The term ‘negative curvature’ can be de-

fined as the surface normal to the core boundary is oppositely directed 

with a radial unit vector in a cylindrical coordinate system [12]. We 

used a core diameter of ��  =  94 �m (defined as the maximum diame-

ter of a circle that can be inscribed inside the core) in our all simula-

tions, which is identical to the fiber structure reported experimentally 
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in [2] and simulated in [13]. We choose silica strut (wall) thickness of 

� =  1.26 �m so that an anti-resonant first-order transmission window 

in the high-frequency mid-IR range (specifically around � = 2.94 �m, 

the emission wavelength of Er:YAG lasers). This is because we found a 

superior loss-performance by choosing operation in the first transmis-

sion window instead of the second. For the same reason we choose also 

throughout this chapter to use six anti-resonant tubes instead of eight 

in all designs. Figure 3.2 shows the four considered designs, all opti-

mized to give minimal leakage loss at � = 2.94 �m. Figure 3.2(a) 

shows the geometry of a “typical” HC-AR fiber [14] with six anti-

resonant tubes in a node-free configuration. The modified HC-AR fibers, 

originally investigated in an 8-ring configuration by Belardi et al. [13] 

and later in a 6-ring configuration by Poletti [1], are shown in Figs. 

3.2(b)-3.2(c), using the nested (b) and nested-in-nested (c) configura-

tions. Our proposed alternative adjacent nested anti-resonant (ANAR) 

design is shown in Fig. 3.2(d), using node-free outer cladding tubes and 

multiple adjacent nested elements. In our ANAR design the six outer 

capillary tubes have diameter !0  and a perimeter distance between 

them of 4 �m, i.e. as in design (a). The nested elements are chosen as 

three adjacent tubes with inner air-hole diameter of !#. The first nested 

tube is placed in the radial direction at the internal edge of the outer 

tube, while the two other nested tubes are placed along the direction of 

a line passing through the outer tube center and orthogonally to the 

radial direction. In this configuration optimized to give lowest leakage 

losses the angle between the center and the adjacent nested tubes is 

therefore 90o, but we will also investigate configurations where this 

angle is changed. The inner air-hole diameter !#   and cladding air-hole 

diameter !$ in the optimized design is 32 �m and 86 �m, respectively. 

The perimeter separation between the inner air-holes is 2.35 �m. The 

inner and outer air-hole tubes are arranged in a node-free design, as the 

presence of nodes generates large oscillations with spectral periods of a 
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few nanometers [1]. Moreover, the node-free design is known to reduce 

the leakage loss [1]. 

We used the finite-element method based commercial software 

COMSOL for our numerical simulations. Perfectly-matched layer 

boundary conditions were used to accurately calculate the leakage loss. 

In order to model HC-AR fibers accurately, great care must be taken to 

optimize both mesh size and perfectly- matched layer parameters [1]. 

To ensure convergence of the numerical results, the code was tested by 

reproducing the results of [1], [13], [15], and therefore we are able to 

here present our own calculations of the designs proposed in the litera-

ture and shown in Figs. 3.2(a)-3.2(c). 

3.2.2 Transmission loss in the mid-IR 

Figure 3.3 shows the loss spectrum of the four considered structures. In 

our calculations, the fraction of power in silica was calculated to esti-

mate the effective material loss and then added to the leakage loss to 

obtain the total transmission loss. The material loss of silica was taken 

from [9]. The broken black line shows the calculated leakage loss of a 

 

Figure 3.2.  Geometries considered in the mid-IR simulations. (a) Typical 

optimized HC-AR fiber design with six circular tubes; (b)-(c) the nested 

(“1AE”, i.e. one anti-resonant element) and nested-in-nested (“2AE”, i.e. two 

anti-resonant elements) designs proposed in [1] in which !1 = 25 �m  and !2 = !1/2 ; (d) our proposed adjacent nested anti-resonant (ANAR) structure 

with three adjacent nested anti-resonant tubes. All fibers have the same core 

diameter ��  =  94 �m and uniform silica strut thickness � =  1.26 �m. 
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“typical”  optimized HC-AR fiber in which the min mum leakage loss is 

~21 dB/km, which is limited by coupling to the voids in the cladding 

[13]. The broken green and blue lines show the leakage loss of the 

modified forms proposed in [13] and shown in Figs. 3.2(b)-3.2(c), in 

which nested anti-resonant elements were used to reduce the leakage 

loss. The minimum leakage losses are ~0.03dB/km and ~0.0039dB/km 

at 2.94 �m for 1AE and 2AE, respetively. Finally, the broken red line 

shows the loss spectrum of our proposed ANAR fiber, in which the min-

imum leakage loss is about 0.0009 dB/km. Thus, the nested designs 

have losses several orders of magnitude lower than the “typical” HC-

AR fiber and with the ANAR design giving the best performance hav-

ing the lowest loss in the range 2.75-3.2 �m. 

That being said, the loss is clearly dominated by material loss, de-

spite the low power fraction in silica, making the transmission loss 

practically identical for the 3 different nested designs. 

 

Figure 3.3. Calculated loss spectra. The broken lines indicate leakage loss 

while solid lines show the transmission loss where the material loss of silica is 

included. All structures have the same core diameter �� = 94 �m and uniform 

silica strut thickness t=1.26 �m. The color of the frame corresponds to the 

color of the line in the plot. The thin dotted line indicates the wavelength for 

which the losses are optimized.  
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3.2.3 Bending losses in the mid-IR 

In order to calculate the bending loss, the bent structure is transformed 

into its equivalent straight structure with equivalent refractive index 

profile, 	() defined by [16] 

                                                 	() = 	(+, ,)exp (+/12) (3.3) 

where Rb is the bending radius, x is the transverse distance from the 

center of the fiber, 	(+, ,) is the refractive index profile of the straight 

fiber. The bending losses were calculated at 2.94 �m and the bending 

direction was chosen along the x-axis giving the bend-loss curve shown 

in Fig. 3.4. A significant improvement of the bending loss was found for 

the proposed ANAR fiber (dashed red curve), for which the bending 

leakage loss is several orders of magnitude lower than the typical HC-

AR fiber and even one order of magnitude lower than the 1AE and 

2AE fibers for bend radii between 5 and 15 cm and the leakage loss is 

only weakly changing for bend radii above ~15 cm. Again, as with the 

transmission loss above, the performance is dominated by material loss, 

making the bending loss curves of all three nested designs identical for 

larger bend radii when the material loss is included (solid lines). How-

ever, for low bending radius the “typical”, 1AE, and 2AE structures 

have high loss peaks, whereas no loss peaks are observed for the ANAR 

structure, which results in very limited increase in transmission loss 

when the fiber is bent. 
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3.2.4 Effectively single-modeness in the mid-IR 

HC-AR fibers are typically not single-moded due to the large core, but 

may be designed to have higher losses of the higher-order modes 

(HOMs) so that the fiber is effectively single-moded. Figure 3.5 shows 

how free design parameters of the ANAR fiber can be controlled to 

optimize the so-called higher-order-mode extinction ratio (HOMER), 

which is defined as the ratio between the transmission loss of the HOM 

having the lowest transmission loss and the transmission loss of the 

fundamental mode (FM). The optimization of HOMER is performed by 

symmetrically changing the angle Φ between the adjacent nested tubes 

and the central nested tube, which is kept fixed, and the inner air-hole 

diameter !#. As Fig. 3.5 shows the optimum HOMER is found to be 

around 100 at Φ=109 degrees and !#  =  18.4 �m. 

 

Figure 3.4. Calculated bending loss at 2.94 �m versus bending radius. Note 

that black solid and broken lines are coincident. The contour plots of the 

fundamental air-core mode distribution are shown in the right hand side for a 

10 cm bending radius. The color of the frame corresponds to the color of the 

line in the plot. 
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In order to better understand how the fiber design affects the 

HOMER, Fig. 3.6 shows the refractive index, leakage loss, and trans-

mission loss of the first five core-guided modes (LP01, LP11, LP21, LP02, 

and LP31) as a function of the inner air-hole diameter di from 16 to 24 

µm with a fixed �� = 94 �m, � = 1.26 �m, !0 = 86 �m, and Φ =  7/2. 

It can be seen that the effective refractive indices of the core modes do 

not change much as a function of the inner air-hole diameter. This is 

obvious, as they depend mainly on the fiber core radius, which is kept 

constant. Instead, the leakage loss of the LP01 mode can clearly be re-

duced significantly by increasing the inner air-hole diameter. Compar-

ing the figures with the leakage and transmission loss we see that the 

HOMs have so high leakage loss that it dominates the transmission loss, 

while for the FM is it the other way around. What is interesting is that 

while a large inner air-hole diameter !# gives the lowest leakage loss, it 

does not give the largest HOMER value. For the ANAR structure a 

HOMER just above 5 is found for large air-hole diameters above 22 µm.  

 

Figure 3.5. Calculated HOMER of the proposed ANAR with different values 

of !# as a function of Φ, which is the angle between adjacent inner tubes 2 and 

3 and tube 1, while keeping the position of tube 1 fixed as before. The simula-

tions are performed at � = 2.94 �m. 
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However, when decreasing the inner air-hole diameter away from the 

optimal point of lowest leakage loss the HOMER value increases many-

fold. This is because the leakage losses of the HOMs increase faster 

 

Figure 3.6. Effect of changing the inner air-hole diameter !#  with a fixed �� = 47 �m, � = 1.26 �m, !0 = 86 �m, Φ =  7/2 and wavelength 2.94 �m . 

Contour plots of the first five core modes are shown on the left hand side for 18.4 �m  inner air-hole diameter (where the maximum HOMER value is 

found). The color of the frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot. 

 

Figure 3.7. Calculated (a) transmission loss and (b) HOMER as a function of !# for 1AE, 2AE and ANAR structures. The simulations are performed at � = 2.94 �m. 

(a) (b)
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than that of the FM. In other words, by sacrificing a low leakage loss 

one can get a higher HOMER.  

Figure 3.7 shows the transmission loss and HOMER as a function of 

inner air-hole diameter !# at 2.94 �m for 1AE, 2AE and ANAR struc-

tures. In this case the !# = !1 in the 1AE and 2AE structures, and for 

the 2AE structure the ratio d2=d1/2 was kept fixed. It can be seen from 

Fig. 3.7(a) that for all considered structures the FM loss is roughly 

constant whereas the HOM loss changes significantly with !#.  There-

fore, HOMER strongly depends on !# which is shown in Fig. 3.7(b), 

and the added degree of freedom in the ANAR design in varying the 

angle turns out to be decisive for obtaining a HOMER level higher 

than the 1AE and 2AE designs. We note that a similar possibility is 

offered for the 2AE design, however, we checked that by allowing the 

diameters of the nested tubes to vary independently, one could not 

increase HOMER much beyond the level shown in Fig. 3.7, for which 

!2 = !1/2  was kept fixed. 

Figure 3.8 shows the wavelength dependence of the refractive index, 

leakage loss, transmission loss and HOMER for the ANAR design op-

timized for maximum HOMER at 2.94 �m. It shows that HOMER can 

be made in excess of 50 in the entire spectral regime 2.7-3.1 �m. The 

highest HOMER of about 330 is obtained at 2.7 �m, close to the reso-

nant regime where the transmission losses are very high. Therefore 

having such a high HOMER implies an increased transmission loss, so 

again there is a compromise between loss and HOMER.  

Figure 3.9 shows the wavelength dependence of the transmission loss 

of the FM and the HOMER for all considered structures; each of them 

has been optimized to give the highest HOMER value at 2.94 �m. It 

can be seen from Fig. 3.9(b) that the ANAR design has higher 

HOMER compared to the typical, 1AE and 2AE structures in the spec-

tral range 2.7-3.1 �m. 
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Figure 3.8. Wavelength dependence of refractive index, leakage loss, transmis-

sion loss and HOMER with a fixed �� = 94 �m, � = 1.26 �m, !0 = 86 �m , 

and Φ=109 degrees for a 18.4 �m inner air-hole diameter. HOMER was calcu-

lated with losses in silica taken into account, i.e. using the transmission loss 

curves.  

 
Figure 3.9. Comparing the wavelength dependence of (a) transmission loss of 

the FM and (b) HOMER for all the considered structures. The ANAR param-

eters are the same as Fig. 3.8. 
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3.3 Performance analysis in the near-IR 

In the mid-IR the transmission loss performance was dominated by 

material loss. We now turn our attention to the near-IR, where materi-

al loss can be neglected. As a representative example, we choose to 

explore the ANAR performance at � = 1.06 �m, and to do so we start 

out by simply scaling down the fiber structural parameters by a factor 

of 3 in all four designs presented in Fig. 3.2.  These scaled-down fibers 

turn out to give the lowest leakage loss at 1.06 �m, and can therefore 

not be optimized further. The measured loss of dry F300 silica is of the 

order of 10-3 dB/m [17] or less in the wavelength range between 0.95 

and 1.40 �m. The calculated power fraction in silica of the optimum 

ANAR structure with the lowest leakage loss is less than 10−4 in this 

spectral regime, and similar values are found for the 1AE and 2AE 

structures. Therefore, the transmission loss will practically be equiva-

lent to the leakage loss. 

From the leakage loss spectrum shown in Fig. 3.10(a) we see that 

the ANAR fiber has a leakage loss of 0.0015 dB/km at 1.06 �m, which 

is significantly lower than 1AE and roughly a factor of 2 lower than 

2AE. It is remarkable to see that the lowest leakage loss is not found at 

 

Figure 3.10. Calculated leakage loss spectra (a) and bending loss (b) as a func-

tion of bending radius at � = 1.06 �m. The fiber parameters have been scaled 

down by a factor of 3 (�′ = �/3, 1�′ = 1�/3, !0′ = !0/3, �	! !#′ = !#/3) and in 

the ANAR design Φ = 7/2 was used. 
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 � = 1.06 �m, where the design is optimized for, but at a longer wave-

length for all nested designs. This shows that the predicted minimum 

only holds for the simple “typical” design and that for the nested de-

signs perhaps a smaller strut thickness could be considered as to move 

this minimum towards the chosen target wavelength. 

The bending loss for the scaled fiber structures at 1.06 µm is pre-

sented in Fig. 3.10(b), which shows that the bending losses of the three 

fibers with nested elements are almost constant for reasonable bend 

radii.  Figure 3.10(b) also confirms that the ANAR design has a bend 

loss below 0.006 dB/km at 5 cm bending radius, which is about one 

and two orders of magnitude lower than that of the 1AE and 2AE fi-

bers, respectively. Most importantly, the ANAR design shows low 

bending loss even at a very small bending radius of 1 cm compared to 

the 1AE and 2AE fibers, at a level which is even comparable to an HC-

PBG fiber.  

We have also optimized HOMER in the near-IR in the 2D design 

parameter space of the ANAR fiber, and Fig. 3.11(a) shows again that 

both Φ and !# have a strong effect on HOMER. The optimum HOMER 

is found to be in excess of 2500 at Φ=109 degrees and !# = 6.0 �m. 

Interestingly, we note that the optimum angle Φ is the same in both 

near and mid-IR. The effect of the inner air-hole diameter di on 

HOMER at 1.06 �m for the considered structures is shown in Fig. 

3.11(b). All three structures show that an optimized design can lead to 

well over 30 dB extinction ratio, and the largest HOMER is found in 

the ANAR design with Φ=109 degrees. It is important to remember 

that this optimization comes at the price of an increased leakage loss, 

as illustrated in Fig. 3.11(c), where we compare the ANAR design with  

maximum HOMER (Φ=1090, !# = 6.0 �m) with the Φ=900 design 

with lowest leakage loss (!# = 10.67 �m) and a third design for which 

HOMER=100 (Φ=900, !# = 7.4 �m).  It can be seen from Fig. 3.11(c) 

that the optimum HOMER design has the highest leakage loss. The 
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bending loss as a function of bending radius is shown in Fig. 3.11(d). 

Figure 3.11(d) shows that optimum HOMER corresponds to higher 

bending loss. 

Figure 3.12 shows the spectral dependence of the leakage loss of the 

FM, the minimum HOM loss, and the HOMER in the near-IR. Notably, 

HOMER is higher than 1000 in the range of 0.96 − 1.2 �m and more 

than 1550 in the range 1.0-1.1 �m for an inner air-hole diameter of 6 

�m, which makes the fiber effectively single-moded in the near-IR spec-

tral regime. Also the 1AE and 2AE designs have excellent HOMER 

performances, and especially the 2AE has the highest HOMER and 

 

Figure 3.11. Calculated  HOMER of the proposed ANAR structure versus 

diameter !# and angle Φ (a). HOMER versus di, for the 1AE and 2AE struc-

tures and the ANAR design with Φ = 90o and optimum Φ = 109o. Leakage 

loss (c) and bending loss (d) for the ANAR design optimized for maximum 

HOMER, a design chosen to give an intermediate HOMER, and a design op-

timized to give the lowest leakage loss. The simulations of (a), (b), and (d) are 

performed at � = 1.06 �m.  
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keeps a very high level over a broad wavelength range, and at the same 

time it has a lower leakage loss than 1AE and ANAR. 

3.4 Fabrication tolerances 

In designing HC-AR fibers it is important to demonstrate a good de-

gree of robustness towards imperfections in the fabrication. As was 

recently done by Belardi et al. [18], we here consider robustness to-

wards a uniform shift of the positions of the three nested tubes as a 

whole. From the SEM images in [18] and Fig. 1.1(f) such shifts in the 

position of the nested tube are apparent. Realistically, the shifts would 

be random from tube to tube, but nevertheless an investigation with a 

uniform shift will give an indication of the fabrication tolerances that 

can be allowed during the preform stacking preparation of this fiber 

type. The uniform shift of the nested tubes is denoted by the angle ;, 
as sketched in Fig. 3.13, and as seen there the leakage loss vs. ; at 

� = 2.94 �m shows little variation when the angle varies quite signifi-

cantly from 0o to 45o. When the angle is beyond 45o, the leakage loss 

increases significantly, indicating that a shift of 45o can be tolerated. In 

 

Figure 3.12. Wavelength dependence of (a) leakage loss and (b) HOMER for 

the optimized parameters. The optimum design parameters are: �′ = �/3, 1�′ =1�/3, !0′ = !0/3, and !# =  6 �m, 12 �m, and 11.6 �m for ANAR, 1AE, and 

2AE respectively, and in the ANAR design Φ=109 degrees was used.  
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the similar numerical work of Belardi the same qualitative behavior 

was observed and this maximum tolerance angle was found to be 30o 

[18].  

3.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have numerically investigated a novel hollow-core 

fiber based on the anti-resonant reflecting guiding mechanism. In our 

proposed design the larger cladding tubes have three smaller adjacent 

nested anti-resonant (ANAR) tubes inside them, in contrast to earlier 

studies, where additional nested tubes were nested inside the larger 

nested tube. We considered two scaled versions of the same fiber design, 

one where the strut thickness was optimized for transmission in the 

mid-IR aroundL� = 2.94 �m, and one where the strut thickness was 

reduced by a factor of 3 to allow near-IR transmission around 

� = 1.06 �m. These cases represent the behavior in the high-loss re-

gime and the low-loss regime of the cladding material, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.13. Predicted fabrication tolerances of the proposed ANAR fiber. The 

leakage loss is almost stable between 0o to 45o. The simulations were per-

formed at � = 2.94 �m. 
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Each case has its challenges and solutions, but our results and discus-

sions remain quite general and can therefore easily be used for other 

wavelengths and/or materials for the glass cladding. 

We have studied the effects of the ANAR tubes on the fiber losses 

and modal properties. More specifically on the single-modeness of the 

ANAR fiber, we found that the higher-order-mode extinction ratio 

(HOMER) can be over 1500 in the near-IR in the range L� = 1.0 −
1.1 �m, and around 100 in the mid-IR at L� = 2.94 �m. In comparison, 

the structures with nested tubes from the literature had lower HOMER 

values. We found that the high-HOMER design has leakage losses that 

are increased significantly compared to the lowest level, but still it 

should be stressed that the leakage losses can be kept at a tolerable 

level. This can be attributed to the very low leakage loss of the optimal 

fiber design in the first place. Interestingly, the best overall near-IR 

performance was found in an optimized nested-in-nested design (2AE), 

which combined a high HOMER over a broad bandwidth with low 

leakage losses. 

In our simulations we carefully optimized the size and placement of 

the ANAR elements. In particular for achieving a high HOMER level it 

was important to find the optimal angular position of the adjacent 

nested elements with respect to the center nested element and to adjust 

the diameter of the nested tubes; this optimization came at the expense 

of a higher leakage loss. The leakage losses were typically optimized by 

fine-tuning of the diameter of the nested tubes. Instead a rotation of 

the entire ANAR structure did not seem to influence the results much, 

which indicates that the design is quite robust towards fabrication var-

iations.  

The ANAR fiber when optimized to give the lowest leakage loss of-

fers extremely low bending losses in near-IR even for a bend radius as 

low as 1 cm. The bend-loss levels are comparable to the HC-PBG fiber 

and would therefore be suitable for applications.  
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When comparing the performance of the ANAR design with the ear-

lier proposed designs [19], we generally found that at a given target 

wavelength the ANAR design could outperform the design with a single 

nested anti-resonant element (1AE) and the design with a nested-in-

nested element (2AE). In optimizing the designs the additional degree 

of freedom offered by the ANAR and 2AE designs was important to 

fine-tune the performance. It seems clear that the additional nested 

element(s) of the ANAR and 2AE designs allow for a stronger inhibited 

coupling of the core mode to the cladding modes than the 1AE design, 

which explains the lower losses obtained. From a production point-of-

view, the 1AE design has already been realized [25], and in some sense 

the ANAR design is a generalization of this structure. Thus, we believe 

the ANAR fiber should be easier to make than the 2AE design.  

We believe that the proposed ANAR design offers significant ad-

vantages and improvements over current designs, promising excellent 

performance for various applications in near and mid-IR wavelength 

regimes. We here used the well-known silica platform due to the many 

advantages it can offer in terms of production, cost etc., but we found 

that the record-low level of leakage loss was not fully exploited in the 

mid-IR due to the extremely high material loss of silica. It is therefore 

an obvious next step to consider the ANAR design based on a mid-IR 

transparent glass whereby the material losses are reduced to a level 

comparable to the low leakage losses promised by this design. This in 

turn would give record low bending losses and much higher HOMER 

levels. Considering the structural dimensions of the proposed fiber in 

the mid-IR (100 µm core diameter and outer tube diameter, 30 �m 

nested tube diameter and >1 �m strut thickness) this should not be a 

challenge for soft glass fiber technology.  
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Chapter 4 

 

Semi-circular nested tube hollow-core anti-

resonant fiber 

In chapter 3, we show that if the anti-resonant tubes have nested tubes 

inside them, the loss performance significantly improves and shows 

effectively single-mode operation. In this chapter, we investigate the 

role of the shape and position of these nested tubes of hollow-core anti-

resonant fibers in terms of loss performance and single mode operation.  

4.1 Why HC-AR fibers with semi-circular nested 

tubes? 

Until now, though, only a full circular nested element has been consid-

ered, but the question is how the core mode is influenced if the nested 

element interior boundary position is kept fixed while its curvature is 

changed, or when the nested element interior boundary curvature is 

fixed and its position is changed. Such “semi-circular” scenarios could 

come up in a production stage [1] (see Fig. 4.1), and even if they seem 

less ideal than a nested element consisting of a perfect full circle, we 

here show that often the penalty is quite small and in some cases the 

semi-circle design might even improve the loss performance of the fiber. 

That notwithstanding, the main goal of the work is to get an intuition 

about whether it is the curvature or the position of the nested element 

that is critical for the optimal low-loss performance, and our results 

point towards the position as the most critical parameter. 
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4.2 Geometry of the proposed design 

As the structure described in chapter 3 for near-IR calculations, we 

consider an HC-AR fiber with 6 circular anti-resonant tubes, fixing the 

core diameter to ��  =  31.34 	m (defined as the maximum diameter 

  

Figure 4.1. SEM image of nested HC-AR fiber. The inner capillaries are semi-

circular in shape. Image courtesy: Microstructured Fibers and Devices Group, 

CREOL, University of Central Florida, USA).  

 

Figure 4.2. Geometries considered in the near-IR simulations. (a) Typical op-

timized HC-AR fiber design with six circular tubes; (b) the nested (“1AE”, i.e. 

one anti-resonant element) design proposed in [2] in which �� = 16.67 	m; (c) 

our proposed structure with one semi-circular anti-resonant element (1SAE). 

All fibers have the same core diameter �� = 31.34 	m, �0 = 28.66 	m and 

uniform silica strut thickness � = 0.42 	m.  
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of a circle that can be inscribed inside the core). The silica wall (strut) 

thickness of � =  0.42 	m was chosen so that an anti-resonant first-

order transmission window has a loss minimum in the near-IR range 

(specifically around � = 1.06 	m , the suitably chosen target wave-

length of our designs). Figure 4.2 shows the three considered designs, 

all shown in the configuration optimized to give minimal leakage loss 

(��) at � = 1.06 	m. Figure 4.2(a) shows the geometry of a “typical” 

HC-AR fiber [3] with six anti-resonant tubes in which tubes are sepa-

rated each other forming so-called node-free configuration. The modi-

fied HC-AR fiber proposed by Poletti [2], is shown in Fig. 4.2(b) in 

which smaller tubes having diameter of �� are nested with the original 

tubes of diameter �0. It is here shown in the configuration giving the 

lowest leakage loss at 1.06 	m [4]. The structure under investigation is 

shown in Fig. 4.2(c), using semi-circular anti-resonant tubes. The pe-

rimeter distance between the outer tubes is 1.33 	m for all designs. 

The separation between the inner and outer tubes along the radial di-

rection is indicated by � which is 11.17 	m for the minimal leakage loss 

shown in Fig. 4.2(b-c). The leakage (confinement) loss was modeled 

using the same approach as mentioned in chapter 3.  

4.3 Leakage loss and single-mode operation 

4.3.1 Effect of changing air-hole radius, �� 

First, we investigated the effect of changing the inner air-hole radius r1 

while keeping the distance between the core boundary and the interior 

boundary of the nested element, �, fixed to 11.17 	m (this is the value 

that comes out when optimizing the 1AE structure to give the lowest 

leakage loss). We specifically monitor the leakage loss and higher-order- 

mode extinction ratio (HOMER). The change in the inner air-hole ra-

dius allows us to investigate several fiber structures with the same core 
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diameter ��, silica strut thickness t, and the separation between the 

inner and outer tubes z; the only thing that changes is that as the 

nested element becomes semi-circular, its curvature becomes more and 

more flat. The geometrical configurations for different inner air-hole 

radii are shown in the right hand side of Fig. 4.3. The inner air-hole 

radius �1  = 8.33 	m corresponds to the original 1AE structure pro-

posed in [2], so when �1 < 8.33 	m the inner tube will be “floating” in 

the outer tube (an unphysical scenario, but nevertheless possible to 

model), and when �1 > 8.33 	m the inner air-hole tube will no longer 

be a full circle and instead becomes semi-circular. It can be seen from 

Fig. 4.3 that a dramatic change in the leakage loss is observed when 

the inner and outer tubes start floating at around �1 = 7 	m while it is 

only weakly changing in between �1 = 8.33 − 30 	m. The minimum 

leakage loss (that is for physical values of the radius) is actually ob-

tained at �1 = 9 	m when the inner air-hole tubes start being semi- 

circularly shaped. Thus, we conclude that the curvature plays a minor 

role as there is only around a factor of 2 variations from the full circle 

to an almost flat line. In other words, the penalty for having an imper-

fect nested element or even just a “crossbar” in the outer circle is in-

significant. Important to note, the small ripples (fluctuations) of FM 

and minimum HOM loss is due to the anti-crossings with ring guided 

modes of high azimuthal number [2], [5]. The HOMER can be made 

higher by reshaping the size of the inner anti-resonant tubes and we 

found HOMER to reach a value of more than 100 when �1 is high-

er than 13 	m. That being said, also HOMER is quite constant 

as the nested element curvature flattens. 
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4.3.2 Effect of changing tube separation � 

The effect of changing the tube separation z while keeping �1  fixed (to 

the value from the loss-optimized 1AE design) is investigated which is 

shown in Fig. 4.4. A dramatic drop in leakage loss is also observed for 

the unphysical case. The maximum HOMER is found to be ~2000 

(�~16.20 	m) which is far higher than the original 1AE design (� = 

11.17 	m). We observe that the HOMER value increases as the nested 

tube is removed away from the core boundary; while the FM leakage 

loss is almost constant from the starting value and the HOM loss in-

creases quickly. The leakage loss starts increasing when �>16.20 	m  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Calculated leakage loss and HOMER as a function of the inner air-

hole radius �1  keeping z fixed to 11.17 	m. All structures have the same core 

diameter �� = 31.34 	m and uniform silica strut thickness � = 0.42 	m. The 

color of the frame corresponds to the color of the dot points in the plot. 
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and the change in the leakage loss is much more pronounced by the 

variation of tube separation compared to the variation of �1 (see Fig. 

4.3). We conclude that the FM leakage loss increases somewhat when 

the distance is increased, but since the HOM losses increase much fast-

er the HOMER quickly becomes extremely large. Therefore the dis-

tance has a much more pronounced effect than the curvature on the 

loss performance.  

To understand the coupling effect between the core-guided modes 

and cladding modes we have plotted the effective mode index ( eff) 

and leakage loss as a function of � from 12 to 20 	m which is shown in 

Fig. 4.5.  It can be seen from the effective index profile that the effec-

 

Figure 4.4. Calculated leakage loss and HOMER as a function of the tube 

separation z keeping �1 fixed to 8.33 	m. All structures have the same core 

diameter �� = 31.34 	m and uniform silica strut thickness � = 0.42 	m. 
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tive index of the FM core- mode (LP01) has higher refractive index than 

the cladding modes which results in weak coupling between the core 

and cladding modes and remains almost independent of �.  The core-

guided HOM experiences a strong phase matching with the cladding 

modes at �~16.20 	m which results in high HOM loss. A weak interac-

tion between the core-guided HOMs and cladding modes take place 

away from the phase matching (see modal spectrum for � = 12 	m and 

for � = 20 	m) [6]. 

4.3.3 Optimizing 1AE design for Maximum HOMER 

In this section, we investigate the 1AE design in the case where it is 

optimized to give the maximum HOMER value; as mentioned in [4] the 

design needs to sacrifice the lowest loss in order to maximize HOMER. 

First we change the inner air-hole radius �1 while keeping the separa-

tion � fixed to the value 15.83 	m found in the 1AE optimized design. 

It can be seen from Fig. 4.6 that leakage loss is almost constant by 

the variation of inner air-hole radius; this is similar trend to what we 

found for the optimized loss case (see Fig. 4.3). However, in this case 

the HOM losses decrease when the nested curvature flattens, so the 

HOMER decreases with the increase of the inner air-hole radius. 

 Lastly, the effect of tube separation �  on the leakage loss and 

HOMER is also investigated. It can be seen from Fig. 4.7 that the 

leakage loss increases with the increase of the distance between the core 

and the interior boundary of the nested tube �, while keeping the cur-

vature fixed. The leakage loss dramatically decreases for the unphysical 

case when < 15.83 	m. Therefore, we can say that the tube separation 

� plays a more important role on the leakage loss compared to the cur-

vature of the nested tubes (when compared to Fig. 4.3 and 4.6). 
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Notably, maximum HOMER is obtained for the original 1AE design 

i.e., �~16 	m and �1 = 6 	m. 

The effect of changing �1 and � on the leakage loss is shown in Fig. 

4.8. It can be seen from Fig. 4.8 that the leakage loss is almost con-

stant in between � = 11.17 to 18 	m and �1=9 to 17 	m. The loss is 

quite constant along �1 for a given �, while generally the loss increases 

as � is increased for a fixed �1 . This supports the conclusion found 

above that the curvature plays a minor role, while the distance from 

the core to the interior boundary position of the nested element is more 

critical. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Effect of changing tube separation � on effective mode index and 

leakage loss. All structures have the same core diameter �� = 31.34 	m , �1= 

8.33 	m , and uniform silica strut thickness � = 0.42 	m . The color of the 

frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot.  
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4.4 Leakage loss spectra and bending loss  

The leakage loss for the optimized parameters as a function of wave-

length in the near-IR spectral regime is shown in Fig 4.9. We have ne-

glected the material loss of silica to calculate the total loss because the 

measured loss of dry F300 silica is of the order of 10−3 dB/m [7] or less 

in the wavelength range between 0.95 and 1.40 	m. The calculated 

power fraction in silica of the optimum 1SAE structure with the lowest 

leakage loss is less than 10−4 in this spectral regime, and similar values 

are found for the 1AE structure.   

 

Figure 4.6. Effect of changing r1 on leakage loss and HOMER with a fixed 

�� = 31.34 	m , � = 0.42  	m , � = 15.83 	m  , �0 = 28.66  	m   and � =

1.06 	m. 
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Therefore, the transmission loss will practically be equivalent to the 

leakage loss. It can be seen from the leakage loss spectra of Fig. 8 that 

the 1SAE fiber has a leakage loss of 0.1dB/km at 1.06 	m, which is 

roughly a factor of 2 lower than 1AE. This shows that at the target 

wavelength, the semi-circular design 1SAE actually outperforms the 

ideal full-circle design 1AE, although over the whole spectrum the 1AE 

design performs slightly better. It is remarkable to see that the lowest 

leakage loss for the 1AE design is found at a longer wavelength than 

the � = 1.06 	m wavelength it is optimized for, unlike the “typical” 

and 1SAE designs. This can happen because the optimization is done 

only locally. 

 

Figure 4.7. Effect of changing � on leakage loss and HOMER with a fixed 

�� = 31.34 	m, � = 0.42 	m, �1 = 6 	m, �0 = 28.66 	m and � = 1.06 	m.  
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Let us now consider the bending loss, which is calculated by transform-

ing the bent structure into its equivalent straight structure with equiv-

alent refractive index profile,  () [8] which is calculated using Eq. (3.3). 

 

Figure 4.8. Calculated leakage loss with different values of �1 as a function of 

�. The simulations are performed at � = 1.06 	m.  

 

Figure 4.9. Calculated loss spectra. Calculated loss spectra. All fibers have the 

same core diameter Dc = 31.34 	m, d0 = 28.66 	m and uniform silica strut 

thickness t=0.42 	m. The optimum parameters for 1AE and 1SAE structures 

are � = 11.17 	m, r1 = 8.33 	m and � = 11.17 	m, r1=9 	m respectively.  The 

color of the frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot. The thin 

dotted line indicates the wavelength for which the losses are optimized. 
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The bending loss was calculated at 1.06 	m and the bending direction 

was chosen along the x-axis giving the bend-loss curve shown in Fig. 

4.10. Evidently the 1SAE design has a lower bending loss than the 1AE 

design for bend radii between 7 and 40 cm which is due to the weak 

coupling between the core-guided mode and the cladding modes [9] and 

the leakage loss is only weakly changing for bend radii above ~20 cm, 

but for low bending radius the 1AE design shows lower bending loss 

than 1SAE design. It can also be seen from Fig. 4.10 that a few loss 

peaks were observed for the “typical” design as the bend radius is de-

creased, while no loss peaks were observed for the 1AE and 1SAE de-

signs.  

The bending loss as a function of the tube separation z (�1 =

8.33 	m) and inner air-hole radius �1 (� = 11.17 	m) is shown in Fig. 

4.11. The bending loss increases sharply for a tube separation larger 

than 15 	m whereas the bending loss is weakly changing by the varia-

tion of the inner air-hole radius �1. Again we may conclude that chang-

ing the nested element curvature gives an insignificant penalty in the 

performance, while the distance is much more critical. 

4.5 HOMER as a function of � and �� 

The semi-circular nested element design offers an extra degree of design 

freedom compared to the full-circle nested element design. We therefore 

need to perform a 2D optimization of HOMER, which is shown in Fig. 

4.12. It is performed by systematically changing the separation between 

the inner and outer air-hole tubes z and air-hole radius �1. The opti-

mum HOMER is found to be over 2000 at � = 16.5 	m and �1 = 8.2 

	m. The corresponding leakage loss of the FM is shown in Fig. 4.13 in 

which we see that the leakage loss is weakly changing by the variation 

of both � and �1, but clearly the design with the lowest leakage loss is 

not the same as the design with the highest HOMER. 
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For completeness Fig. 4.14 shows the wavelength dependence of the 

leakage loss of the FM, the minimum HOM loss, and the HOMER in 

the near-IR spectral regime; for each design the structure is optimized 

to give the maximal HOMER. HOMER can be made in excess of 1,000 

in the range of 1.1-1.15 	m and over 2000 at 1.06 	m for �1=8.2 	m, 

and � = 16.5 	m, which makes the fiber effectively single-moded in the 

near-IR spectral regime. Also the 1AE design has excellent HOMER  

 

Figure 4.10. Calculated bending loss at 1.06 	m versus bending radius; all 

chosen designs are optimized to give the lowest leakage loss. The contour plots 

of the fundamental air-core mode distribution are shown in the right hand side 

for a 10 cm bending radius. The color of the frame corresponds to the color of 

the line in the plot.  

 

Figure 4.11. Calculated bending loss as a function of (a) tube separation z (b) 

inner air-hole radius �1  for 10 cm bending radius at 1.06 	m.  
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Figure 4.12. Calculated HOMER with different values of � as a function of �1. 

The simulations are performed at � = 1.06 	m. 

 

Figure 4.13. Calculated leakage loss with different values of � as a function of 

�1. The simulations are performed at � = 1.06 	m. 

 

Figure 4.14. Wavelength dependence of (a) leakage loss and (b) HOMER for the 

optimized parameters. The optimum design parameters are:�� = 31.34 	m, � =

0.42 	m, �0 = 28.66 	m , and inner air-hole radius �1 = 6	m , and 8.2	m for 

1AE, and 1SAE respectively. 
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performance, and at the same time it has a lower leakage loss than 

1SAE design. 

4.6 Conclusion 

Concluding, we have thoroughly investigated the effect of the shape 

and position of a single nested anti-resonant element on the overall loss 

performance of a hollow-core anti-resonant fiber. We allowed the circu-

lar nested element to become semi-circular, and thus we could inde-

pendently investigate the effects of curvature and position of the nested 

element. We found through numerical simulations that changing the 

distance between the core boundary and the nested anti-resonant ele-

ment boundary significantly affects the loss performance; in some cases 

it deteriorates the performance while in other cases is vastly improves 

the performance. We even found that the semi-circular case could out-

perform the optimized full-circle nested element design. Instead the 

curvature of the nested element had a very little impact on the loss 

performance. This means that it is not crucial to have a nested element 

with a negative curvature, but its position is much more crucial. These 

results should give a better intuition when designing anti-resonant fi-

bers with nested elements, and we expect that this will lead to novel 

designs with improved performance.  
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Chapter 5 

 

Anisotropic tube hollow-core anti-resonant fi-

ber 

This chapter discusses the effect of curvature of novel hollow-core anti-

resonant (HC-AR) fiber on overall loss performance and effectively 

single-mode guidance. We show that the loss performance and higher-

order mode suppression is significantly improved by using symmetrical-

ly distributed anisotropic anti-resonant tubes in the cladding, elongated 

in the radial direction, when compared to using isotropic, i.e. circular, 

anti-resonant tubes. The effective single-mode guidance of the proposed 

fiber is achieved by enhancing the coupling between the cladding 

modes and higher-order-core modes by suitably engineering the aniso-

tropic anti-resonant elements. Finally, we discuss the transmission and 

loss measurements of some novel HC-AR fibers. 

5.1 Geometry of the proposed design 

Figure 5.1(a)-(c) shows the considered HC-AR fiber geometries, using a 

thick outer capillary with AR tubes on the inner wall. Design (a) is the 

usual case with touching isotropic (circular) AR cladding tubes. Start-

ing from (a), the design is optimized for minimal losses, resulting in the 

circular design (b) and elliptical design (c). The latter is the proposed 

anisotropic AR tube design, here an ellipse squeezed in the azimuthal 

direction. Other anisotropic shapes are possible. Here we propose a 

simpler solution using anisotropic AR tubes, elongated along the fiber 

radial direction, which allows simultaneously achieving (a) an increased 

negative curvature in the core, (b) a node-free design, and (c) a larger 

distance from the core to the outer capillary. All these properties could 
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not be achieved simultaneously in the previous cases[1]–[8]. We focus 

on a silica fiber designed for � =  1.06 �m (i.e. for high-power Yb la-

sers), which has 6 AR tubes (a larger number is also feasible, and be-

low we will specifically compare 6 vs. 8 AR tubes), a fixed core diame-

ter 
�  =  30 �m  (large enough to enable high-power transmission) 

and silica strut thickness  =  0.42 �m (making the first high-loss res-

onance occur at around � = 0.88 �m [5]). This choice of strut thick-

ness implies that light at 1.06 �m is guided in the fundamental AR 

transmission band, which compared to the next higher-order AR 

transmission bands is favorable since it performs better in terms of loss 

and transmission bandwidth. The ellipticity is defined as � = ��/��, 

where �� is the diameter in the azimuthal direction and �� is the radius 

in the radial direction; in the following we keep �� = 30 �m fixed, and 

� < 1 will reduce the loss. We used a quarter of the geometry for the 

numerical calculations because of mode symmetry [9], except for the 

bend loss calculations where a half geometry was used due to a reduced 

symmetry in the elliptical case. We used the same numerical method as 

described in chapter 3, which briefly explained relies on finite-element 

simulations to calculate the fiber modes and their propagation con-

stants.  

5.2 Optimizing leakage loss of HC-ARFs  

First the HC-AR fibers were optimized to get the lowest loss at 

1.06 �m by adjusting the size of the AR elements with the core size 

fixed (see [4] for details on the calculations). Figure 5.2(a) shows the 

leakage loss (or confinement loss, ��) as a function of AR air-hole radi-

us (� = �/2 ) for the circular case. When the AR tube radius decreases 

from � = 15 � 10.2 ��, the leakage loss decreases to a minimum value 

of 30 dB/km, i.e. improved with around one order of magnitude. Inter-

estingly, the AR tubes are here much smaller than the “non-touching” 
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node-free design (i.e. where the AR tubes are reduced just enough to 

prevent them from touching each other), which otherwise has been 

considered optimal [5], [7]: the reasoning has been that the core FM no 

longer has coupling loss to the cladding modes that in the touching-

case reside in the glass intersections in these nodes. However, this 

would imply a sharp drop in loss as � is taken below 15 �m to the non-

touching value. Instead it is continuous, indicating that the coupling 

loss to the cladding modes in the glass nodes is not dominating for the 

chosen fiber design (however, this does not mean that for other designs 

it is not important), and the loss instead drops smoothly because the 

FM phase-mismatch to the cladding modes increases gradually. This is 

eventually balanced with the increased loss of the FM as its evanescent 

tail overlaps more with the outer capillary wall as the circles shrink. 

This is because we here fix the core size, so the shrinking circles imply 

that the outer capillary becomes closer to the core. 

Figure 5.2(b) shows the leakage loss for the elliptical case. As we fix 

the core size and decrease �, the major axis (in radial direction) is fixed 

at ��  =  30 �� , and the minor axis (in the azimuthal direction) 

changes from �� = 30 � 18 ��.  

 

Figure 5.1. Geometry of the considered HC-AR fibers, keeping fixed the core 

diameter 
�  =  30 �m and silica strut thickness  =  0.42 �m. The structur-

al parameters shown in the figure are those that optimized the leakage loss at 

1.06 �m. The figures are scaled to indicate their relative size.     
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The lowest leakage loss of 4 dB/km was obtained for � = 0.65, i.e., 

�� = 30 �� and �� = 19.60 ��. Thus, orders of magnitude improve-

ment is realized by squeezing the azimuthal axis of the AR tubes. The 

minimum has a different explanation than the circular case, because we 

are here able to fix the distance from the core to the outer capillary. 

Instead the loss improvement obtained for � < 1 is due to an increased 

phase mismatch between the FM and cladding modes is eventually 

balanced by an increased leakage loss as the FM starts leaking into the 

voids between the ever slimmer AR ellipses. 

Figure 5.3 depicts the spectral loss distribution for different HC-AR 

fibers. Curves 1-3 show the circular cases: case 1 (green) where the 

tube walls are touching each other, thus forming glass nodes in the 

cladding, and case 2 when the air- hole radius is reduced to 14 �� so 

the AR tubes no longer touch each other (black). Case 3 (blue) shows 

the additional reduction of leakage loss until the minimum is reached, 

achieved as mentioned above by shrinking the circular tubes further 

(thus separating them further). Finally, case 4 (red) shows the elliptical 

design, displaying significantly improved loss performance; the leakage 

 

Figure 5.2. Calculated leakage loss at 1.06 �� as a function of (a) air-hole 

radius for circular AR tubes and (b) ellipticity of the AR tubes keeping 

��  =  30 ��. Inset: FM field profiles at 1.06 ��. All structures have the 

same core diameter 
�  =  30 ��  and uniform silica strut thickness 

 =  0.42 ��. 
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loss is over one order of magnitude lower than for the best circular de-

sign. Moreover, the low-loss range spans nearly the entire near-IR, 

which is promising for broadband ultrafast applications. 

5.3 Scaling strut thickness of AR tubes 

One of the limiting factors in high-power beam delivery is the so-called 

fraction of power in silica (FOPS), i.e., the optical power overlap with 

the silica cladding, which should be kept small. Figure 5.5(a) shows 

that FOPS can be reduced by reducing the strut thickness of silica 

(~2 × 10−5  at 1.06 �m  for  = 0.35 �m), which is several orders of 

magnitude lower than the HC-PBG [10]. This makes HC-AR fibers an 

ideal medium to explore propagation of high power beam delivery. 

When comparing FOPS for circles and ellipses the performance is simi-

lar, but the advantage in using ellipses comes in terms of leakage loss, 

 

Figure 5.3. Calculated leakage as a function of wavelength for different HC-

AR fibers (dashed line: � = 1.06 �m). All structures have the same core diam-

eter 
�  =  30 �m and uniform silica strut thickness  =  0.42 �m. The color 

of the frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot. 
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see Fig. 5.4(a), which has a local minimum at a wavelength controlled 

by the strut thickness. As the strut thickness is reduced, this minimum 

shifts towards lower wavelengths, but at the wavelength of 1.06 �m 

that the design is intended for the leakage loss becomes quite high as 

the strut thickness is reduced. In the elliptical case the wavelength loss-

variation is instead much more flat, so the leakage loss at 1.06 �m var-

ies only little when the strut thickness is reduced. Figures 5.4(b) and 

5.5(b) summarizes these trends by showing the leakage loss and FOPS 

vs. strut thickness at 1.06 �m for both cases: elliptical tubes have one 

order of magnitude lower losses compared to circular tubes when the 

strut thickness varies from 0.30 to 0.42 �m (note the y-axis is linear); 

in turn the FOPS is almost the same for both cases. The elliptical de-

sign will therefore allow for more design degrees of freedom. Note that 

 = 0.30 �m is generally considered a practical limit for proper fiber 

cleaving, rather than a fabrication limit. This limit is less severe for 

silica HC-AR fibers at longer wavelengths as this demands larger strut 

thicknesses, in which case the potential of the elliptical design can be 

exploited fully. 

5.4 Effectively single-mode operation 

HC-AR fibers with large cores are not single-moded, but they can be 

made effectively single-moded by engineering the shape and size of the 

AR tubes so the HOMs experience more loss than the FM [4]. Figure 

5.6 shows the relative effective indices ("#eff = #eff − 1) of the first 

three core modes (here denoted LP01, LP11, and LP21) and the first 

three cladding modes. The core FM (LP01) has the highest "#eff , which 

remains constant as a function of ellipticity. The first three cladding 

modes have only slightly larger "#eff than the first core HOM (LP11) 

because the core area is only a few times larger than the area of a sin-

gle cladding tube. 
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Thus, the first HOM is located within the domain of the cladding 

modes, which increases phase matching to cladding modes [11], [12]. 

This effect is more evident for the strongly elliptical AR tubes 

(�~0.60 − 0.70), where the cladding modes are better phase-matched to 

the HOMs than to the FM, which effectively suppresses the guidance of 

the HOMs due to higher losses The FM loss decreases much more than 

the HOM loss when the ellipticity is decreased, and in the � = 0.60 −

0.70 range the HOM losses even start increasing while the FM loss  

 

Figure 5.4. Calculated leakage loss as a function of wavelength (a) and silica 

strut thickness (b). Solid lines and dashed lines are calculated for  =

0.42 �m and  = 0.35 �m respectively. Leakage loss vs. strut thickness in (b) 

is calculated at � = 1.06 �m. 

 

Figure 5.5. Calculated fraction of power in silica (FOPS) as a function of 

wavelength (a) and silica strut thickness (b). Solid lines and dashed lines are 

calculated for   = 0.42 �m and  = 0.35 �m  respectively. FOPS vs. strut 

thickness in (b) is calculated at � = 1.06 �m. 
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remains at 4 dB/km. This shows how the HOM losses can be made 

higher by suitably choosing the ellipticity. The aim is maximizing the 

so-called HOM extinction ratio (HOMER), defined as the ratio between 

the loss of the HOM with the lowest loss and the FM loss [5]. The 

maximum HOMER was found to be ~2500 at �~0.61, while at � =

0.65, where the lowest FM loss was found at 1.06 �m, a HOMER of 

~200 is found; both high enough to make the fibers effectively single- 

 

Figure 5.6. Relative effective index, loss and higher-order-mode extinction 

ratio (HOMER) vs. ellipticity for � =  1.06 �m. All structures have the same 

core diameter 
�  =  30 �m and uniform silica strut thickness  =  0.42 �m. 

The color of the frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot. 
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moded. Remarkably, the � = 0.61 case is only slightly more losssy (5 

dB/km) than the � = 0.65 case, so the loss penalty of maximizing 

HOMER is small. This again shows the design freedom of the aniso-

tropic AR elements. The spectral loss and HOMER is shown in Fig. 

5.7. The HOMER for the design with the lowest loss at 1.06 �m 

(� = 0.65) can be made in excess of 150 between � = 0.95 − 1.8 �m, 

while keeping �� < 15 dB/km. Thus, this fiber has low-loss and is ef-

fectively single-moded over an octave of bandwidth. Interestingly, when 

the loss is increased slightly to maximize HOMER ( � = 0.61 ), 

HOMER>1000 between � = 1.0 − 1.75 �m with �� < 15 dB/km from 

� = 1.0 − 1.65 �m. Figure 5.8(a)  shows HOMER vs. wavelength, and 

confirms that the elliptical case outperforms the circular case in the 

entire wavelength regime 0.9 − 2 �m. 

 

Figure 5.7. Spectral loss and HOMER curves (full lines: � = 0.61, dashed lines: 

� = 0.65). All structures have the same core diameter 
�  =  30 �m and uni-

form silica strut thickness  =  0.42 �m. 
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Figure 5.8(b) shows the bend loss (�,) of the considered structures, 

calculated in both the x and y directions. The elliptical case shows an 

azimuthal variation of the bend loss, evidenced by a loss peak seen only 

in the x-direction for low bending radii due to increased core-cladding 

mode coupling. Therefore the circular case shows better bend loss 

performance for low bend radii for the 6-tube structure studied 

here. 

 

  

Figure 5.8. (a) Wavelength dependence of HOMER for circular (� = 10.2 �m) 

and elliptical (� = 0.61) AR tubes (b) bend loss vs. bend radius for 6 circular 

(� = 10.2 �m) and 6 elliptical (� = 0.65) AR tubes with  = 0.42 �m. The FM 

profiles are shown in the right hand side for a 10 cm bending radius. The color 

of the frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot. 
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5.5 Comparison with other design cases 

In Fig. 5.9 we compare the loss performance and HOMER of 6 and 8 

AR tubes. The calculated loss spectra in Fig. 5.9(a) shows that 6 and 8 

AR tubes have similar loss performance in the 0.9-1.45 �m spectral 

regime; the 8 tube cases have slightly lower losses, but using 6 tubes 

gives much broader low-loss transmission window for both circular and 

elliptical cases. We also note that the 6 tube cases (both circular and 

elliptical) are very smooth while the 8 tube cases show spectral fluctua-

tions vs. wavelength at the end of the transmission window. Similar 

fluctuations have previously been attributed to presence of nodes in the 

cladding[5], but clearly the origin here is different as there are no nodes. 

 

 

Figure 5.9. Leakage loss (a) and HOMER (b) as a function of wavelength for 

HC-AR fiber. All structures have the same core diameter 
�  =  30 �m and 

uniform silica strut thickness  =  0.42 �m. All fiber designs are optimized at 

1.06 �m to give minimum leakage loss. 
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The reason is instead found in the fact that for 8 tubes the core mode 

for longer wavelengths expands its mode field diameter so that it starts 

interacting weakly with cladding modes found at the outer capillary 

wall[13]; this leads to the observed fluctuations.Figure 5.9(b) shows the 

HOMER from which we see that 6 elliptical AR tubes have much high-

er HOMER compared to 8 AR tubes in the whole spectral regime.  

Finally, Figs. 5.10 (a-b) show the bend loss performance in the x- 

and y- directions, respectively. For 8 AR tubes the elliptical case has 

better bend loss performance than the circular case. We believe this is 

because for the 8 tubes case, the AR tubes are smaller compared to the 

 

Figure 5.10. Bending loss vs. bending radius for different HC-AR fibers. All 

structures have the same core diameter 
�  =  30 �m and uniform silica strut 

thickness  =  0.42 �m. The contour plots of the fundamental air-core mode 

distribution are shown in the right hand side for a 10 cm bending radius. The 

color of the frame corresponds to the color of the line in the plot. 
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6 tubes case. Therefore for small bend radius, 6 AR tubes have cou-

pling between the core modes and tube modes due to the larger AR 

tubes whereas the coupling is reduced in 8 AR tubes because of the 

smaller AR tubes. Figure 5.10 also shows contour plots of the funda-

mental modes for 10 cm bending radius in which for 6 AR tubes there 

is a coupling between the core modes and tube modes whereas for 8 AR 

tubes there is no coupling between the core modes and tube modes. 

Therefore, choosing 6 or 8 tubes would have to be a compromise in 

terms of whether loss bandwidth, HOMER or bend loss is the most 

important feature. 

We also considered introducing the ellipticity from the optimized 

circular design (10.2 �m AR tube radius), but instead of squeezing the 

ellipse azimuthally, it was elongated radially (i.e. extending the major 

axis) while keeping the core size fixed. This implies that the outer ca-

pillary expands its size as the ellipticity drops, which results in an im-

proved loss performance compared to shrinking the minor axis (the 

case we have discussed so far). However, our calculations showed that 

the HOMER could not reach the same high values as found in Fig. 

5.8(a). This implies that it is harder to reduce the phase-mismatch 

between the core HOMs and the cladding modes when extending the 

major axis.  

5.6 Elliptical vs. circular tubes in the mid-IR regime 

Due to the excellent loss and modal properties of the anisotropic hol-

low-core fiber in the near-IR regime, we have also investigated the loss 

property of anisotropic hollow-core fiber in the mid-IR regime and 

compared with the regular isotropic hollow-core fiber. We find that 

HC-AR fibers with node-free elliptical tubes offer lower leakage loss 

compared to HC-AR fibers with circular AR tubes. 

Figure 5.11(a)-(b) shows the considered HC-AR fiber geometries in 
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which both designs are optimized at 2.94 �m. Design (a) is a typical 

isotropic HC-AR fiber in which AR tubes are non-touching each other. 

Design (b) is the proposed structure based on anisotropic AR tubes; 

here an ellipse is considered which is squeezed in the azimuthal direc-

tion. We choose a core diameter 
� = 94 �m as reported in [3], [4] and 

silica strut thickness  = 1.26 �m, which gives an anti-resonant first-

order transmission window in the high-frequency mid-IR range (specifi-

cally around � = 2.94 �m, the emission wavelength of Er:YAG lasers).  

Figure 5.11(c) shows the loss spectrum of the two considered struc-

tures. In our calculations, the fraction of power in silica (FOPS) was 

calculated to estimate the effective material loss and then added to the 

leakage loss to obtain the total transmission loss. The material loss of 

silica was taken from [14]. To estimate the total transmission loss, sur-

face scattering loss was not included due to the large core size and low 

power overlap in silica parts [3].  

The broken blue line shows the calculated leakage loss of a “typical” 

optimized HC-AR fiber in which the leakage loss and transmission loss 

are ∼35 dB/km and ~40 dB/km respectively at 2.94 �m, which is lim-

ited by coupling to the voids in the cladding [3]. The broken red lines 

show the leakage loss of the proposed HC-AR fiber in which anisotropic 

AR tubes were used to reduce the loss. The leakage loss and transmis-

sion loss are ∼5dB/km and ∼8dB/km respectively at 2.94 �m for the 

proposed structure. Thus, the anisotropic design has loss 5 times lower 

than the “typical” HC-AR fiber at 2.94 �m. 

5.7 Predicted transmission band of HC-AR fiber 

As mentioned in chapter 3, the guidance mechanism of our proposed 

design is based on the anti-resonant effect. Light is guided in silica 

struts at resonant wavelengths, whereas it is reflected back in the core 
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at anti-resonant wavelengths. The transmission bands can be shifted by 

scaling the strut thickness of silica, since the cut-off wavelengths de-

pend on the silica strut thickness [15]. 

We now consider the performance of our anisotropic fiber in the 

whole near-IR to mid-IR region of 0.9-6 �m for a fixed strut thickness 

of  = 1.26 �m. Our modelling results, which are given in Fig. 5.11(c), 

show that there are three low-loss transmission windows in this near to 

mid-IR wavelength regime. Remarkably it is possible to have below 1 

dB/m total transmission loss over near to mid-IR regime. The proposed 

design shows better loss performance in the spectral regime 0.9-4.0 �m. 

Identical transmission loss performances were observed beyond 4 �m 

for the 2 designs because the loss is dominated by material loss, despite 

the low power fraction in silica. The positions of the transmission 

 

Figure 5.11. (a-b) Geometry of the considered HC-AR fibers. The structural 

parameters shown in the figure are those that optimized the leakage loss at 

2.94 �m. The figures are scaled to indicate their relative size.  (c) Calculated 

transmission bands in the near-IR to mid-IR.  The broken lines indicate 

leakage loss while solid lines show the transmission loss where the material loss 

of silica is included. All structures have the same core diameter 
� = 94 �m 

and uniform silica strut thickness  = 1.26 �m.  
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bands are accurately predicted by Eq. (3.1).For example, for a modal 

order of � = 2 and strut thickness  = 1.26 µ�, Eq. (3.1) predicts a 

cut-off wavelength around 1.32 �m, which is in excellent agreement 

with the 1.32 �m observed in Fig. 5.11(c).  

  The power overlap in silica parts play vital role for the performance 

of the HC- AR fiber in the mid-IR applications as the material attenu-

ation of silica is very high in the mid-IR [3]. Figure 5.12 shows the 

FOPS as a function of wavelength in the near-IR to mid-IR spectral 

regime. In the mid-IR, we find the minimum power overlap in silica 

parts as low as 4 × 10−5. We also find that ∼99.99% of light is guided 

in the central hollow-core region. Due to the low power overlap in silica 

parts the proposed fiber design could be used to handle high optical 

power in the mid-IR. 

5.8 Transmission and loss measurement of HC-AR 

fibers 

In this section, we will discuss the loss measurement of various HC-AR 

fibers and compare the measured loss with ideal structures. The HC-

AR fibers are fabricated at the Microstructured Fibers and Devices 

Group, CREOL, University of Central Florida, USA. The transmission 

and loss measurements were also performed at CREOL. 

5.8.1 Node-free 7 rings HC-AR fibers 

Figure 5.13(a) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of 

the fabricated HC-AR fiber and its ideal structure is shown in Fig. 

5.13(b). Seven node-free inner tubes were chosen as this configuration 
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because it was found to be optimal for low loss and higher-order mode 

suppression [3]. The fiber core diameter was 33 �m and the average 

inner capillary diameter 16.7 �m. The average core wall thickness was 

270 nm, aiming at distinct transmission bands in the UV and near-IR 

through the relation shown in Eq. (3.1). Figure 5.13(c) shows the 

measured transmission spectrum for a 5 m long HC-AR fiber. The 

transmission spectrum was measured by using a broadband source 

(NKT Photonics SuperK) via butt coupling with a single mode fiber at 

the input end of the HC-AR fiber. The transmission spectrum shows a 

resonance at around 560 nm and comes in good agreement with the 

relation reported above.  

The propagation loss were measured using cut-back method. The 

measurements were permofmed using a supercontinuum source and an 

optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The HC-AR fiber was butt-coupled 

through a single-mode fiber (SMF) and excited with the light source. 

The coupling loss between the fibers were relatively loss. In order to 

optimize the alignment, the output of the HCF was imaged on a 

charge-coupled device (CCD). The output light from the fiber was then 

 

Figure 5.12. Calculated fraction of power in silica (FOPS) in the near-IR to 

mid-IR.  The blue lines indicate FOPS for circular design while red lines show 

the FOPS for elliptical. All structures have the same core diameter 
� =

94 �m and uniform silica strut thickness  = 1.26 �m. 
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butt-coupled to the collection fiber (105/125) and connected to the 

OSA.  

Figure 5.13(d) shows the mesured propagation loss of the fabricated 

HC-AR fiber (black line) and ideal fiber (red line, simuated using a 

finite-element method). The measured low-loss transmission window 

was from 300-550 nm and 580-1700 nm (more than one octave). The 

differences between the fabricated and simulated fiber can be attribut-

ed to the structural imperfections, where the capillary tubes do not 

have the optimal sizes and positions, combined with the fact that the 

numerical model does not take into account the significant scattering 

loss pronounced in the UV.  

Finally, we numerically investigate the single-mode operation of the 

fiber. Fig. 5.13(e) shows that the loss of the higher-order-modes 

(HOMs) is higher compared to the fundamental modes (FM) due to the 

strong coupling between the core-guided HOMs and cladding modes. 

Figure 5.13(f) shows that the higher-order mode extinction ratio 

(HOMER) [4] is ~100 in the entire wavelength range, which indicates 

and confirms the single-mode operation of the fiber. The mode filed 

profiles of first 3 core guided modes are shown in Fig 5.14. Thus, the 

fabricated HC-AR fiber should have a high HOM suppression and we 

aim to confirm this experimentally in future. 
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Figure 5.13. (a) SEM of the fabricated HC-AR fiber having core diameter 


�  =  33 �m , capillary diameter 
.  =  16.7 �m , and wall thickness 

 =  270 #m (b) Cross-section of the simulated ideal HC-AR fiber along with 

the calculated fundamental mode intensity profile at 400 nm, (c) transmission 

spectrum of the fabricated HC-AR fiber, (c) loss comparison between the sim-

ulation and experiment, (e) loss comparison between the fundamental mode 

(FM) and higher-order-modes (HOMs) of the simulated fiber, and (f) wave-

length dependence of HOMER.  SEM courtesy: Dr. J. E. Antonio-Lopez. 
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5.8.2 Node-free nested 7 rings HC-AR fibers 

Figure 5.15(a) shows a SEM image of a nested HC-AR fiber whereas 

Fig. 5.15(b) shows the cross-section of the simulated fiber. The fiber 

has an outer diameter of 124 �m, a core diameter of 33 �m and an 

average core wall thickness of ∼780 nm ±50 nm. The average wall 

thickness of the inner capillaries is ∼749 nm ±50 nm. The average 

diameter of the larger cladding capillaries is ∼13.3 �m , while the 

average diameter of the inner tubes is ∼3.3 �m. Figure 5.16(a) shows 

the measured transmission spectrum for a 2 m long nested AR-HCF 

along with the near field mode profile obtained at 1064 nm.  

 

 

Figure 5.14. The mode profiles of the first 3 core guided modes (LP01, LP11, 

and LP21 ) at wavelength of 400 nm (left) and 1000 nm (right). 
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The transmission spectrum shows two resonant wavelengths ∼780 nm 

and ∼1380 nm, which is in good agreement with the fiber’s geometry. 

A propagation loss of ∼2 dB/m was measured at 1100 nm. The mode 

profile image presented in Fig. 5.16(a) clearly shows that even for very 

short fiber lengths and a not optimized excitation, this fiber supports 

robust single-mode operation. 

 

Figure 5.15. (a) SEM image of the fabricated HC-AR fiber having core diame-

ter 33 �m , larger capillary diameter 13.3 �m , inner capillary diameter 

13.3 �m, and average wall thickness of the inner tubes and original tubes is 

749 ± 50 nm and 780 ± 50 nm respectively, (b) cross-section of the simulated 

fiber. SEM courtesy: Dr. J. E. Antonio-Lopez. 

 

Figure 5.16. (a) Transmission and (b) loss spectra of nested HC-AR fiber. 

Inset of (a) shows the near-filed profile obtained at 1064 nm. 
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In order to better understand the experimental results, an accurate 

model of the actual fiber was obtained from the SEM image presented 

in Fig. 5.15(b) using image processing tools. Figure 5.16(b) shows re-

markable agreement between themeasured loss (black line) and the 

calculated confinement loss (red line) of the nested AR-HCF.  

An improved nested HC-AR fiber is shown in Fig. 5.17(a) which has 

a core diameter 37.6 �m, larger capillary diameter 22.4 �m, inner ca-

pillary diameter 5.85 �m, and average wall thickness of the inner tubes 

and original tubes is 630 ± 50 #m and 363 ± 50 #m respectively. The 

measured propagation loss is shown in Fig. 5.17(b). The fiber has broad 

transmission window from 900-2400 nm with resonance window at 

∼1320 nm which agrees well with Eq. (3.1). The minimum loss ∼25 

dB/km was measured at ∼1700 nm. 

5.9 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a novel hollow-core anti-resonant fiber design has been 

proposed, in which the anti-resonant elements in the cladding are ani-

 

Figure 5.17. (a) SEM of the fabricated HC-AR fiber having core diameter 

37.6 �m, larger capillary diameter 22.4 �m, inner capillary diameter 5.85 �m, 

and average wall thickness of the inner tubes and original tubes is 630 ±

50 #m and 363 ± 50 #m respectively, (b) measured loss spectra. The gray bars 

indicate high loss regions. SEM courtesy: Dr. J. E. Antonio-Lopez. 
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sotropic in shape, in contrast to the conventional isotropic circular 

shape. The anisotropic shape has improved performance because it 

simultaneously offers: (a) strong negative curvature in the core, (b) 

node-free (non-touching) anti-resonant elements, and (c) larger distance 

from the core to the outer capillary for a given core curvature. This 

gives a design degree-of-freedom essential for enhancing the perfor-

mance, e.g. by fixing the size of the core and outer capillary while tun-

ing the ellipticity to minimize loss. The transmission and measured loss 

of HC-AR fibers show that the fibers have broad transmission window 

and low loss. These properties of HC-AR fibers make an ideal medium 

to study ultrafast nonlinear optics. 
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Chapter 6 

Gas-filled hollow-core anti-resonant fibers 

Hollow-core anti-resonant (HC-AR) fibers have numerous advantages 

such as wide transmission spectrum (VUV to mid-IR), low loss, high 

optical damage threshold, and low anomalous dispersion [1]–[3]. These 

unique features of HC-AR fibers allow us to study ultrafast nonlinear 

optics when the fiber is filled with noble gas. The dispersion and non-

linearity of the system can be changed by simply changing the pressure 

of the gas [4]–[7] and offers various interesting phenomena such as UV 

light generation [8], temporal soliton pulse compression [9], supercon-

tinuum generation, soliton self-frequency blue-shifting [6], [10], and 

mid-IR dispersive wave generation [7].  

In this chapter the group velocity dispersion (GVD) of HC-AR fiber 

for different noble gases has been discussed. It discusses various models 

to calculate GVD. Finally, soliton dynamics and UV light generation is 

also discussed. 

6.1 GVD of gas-filled HC-AR fiber 

The group velocity dispersion (GVD) of HC-AR fiber has two contribu-

tions when filled with noble gas, one arises from the anomalous disper-

sion of the empty waveguide and the other arises from the normal dis-

persion of the filling gas [11]. The GVD of HC-AR fiber can be modeled 

using well-known capillary based Marcatili and Schmeltzer model 

(MSM). The dispersion of HC-AR fiber closely follows the MSM from 

UV to beyond near-IR [7]. The effective mode index of HC-AR fiber 

using MSM can be expressed as [4], [5], [11], [12] 
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 ���(�, � , � ) = √���2 (�, � , � ) − ���2 /�02��2, (6.1) 

where ��� is effective refractive index of the filling gas which depends 
on pressure and temperature, �0 is the wave vector in vacuum, �� is 
the core radius, and ���is the ��ℎ zero of the ��ℎ-order Bessel func-
tion of the first kind, where � = � = 1 corresponds to the HE11 mode 
of the fiber [9]. 

The refractive index of the filling gas can be calculated using the 

Sellmeier equation[13] 

 ���2 (�, � , � ) = 1 + �
�0

. �0
� [ �1�2

�2 − !1
+ �2�2

�2 − !2
]

#0,&0
, (6.2) 

where � is the wavelength in 'm, �  is the gas pressure, �0  is the at-
mospheric pressure, T is the temperature, T0 = 273 K, B1, B2, C1, and 

C2 are the Sellmeier coefficients. The value of Sellmeier coefficients for 

different noble gas at �0 = 1 bar and �0 = 0*c is shown in Table 6.1 
[13].  

Table 6.1. Sellmeier coefficients at +, = 1 bar and -, = ./0 
Gas �1 × 10−8 !1 × 10−6 �2 × 10−8 !2 × 10−3 

He 4977.77 28.54 1856.94 7.760 

Ne 9154.48 656.97 4018.63 5.728 

Ar 20332.29 206.12 34458.31 8.066 

Kr 26102.88 2.01 56946.82 10.043 

Xe 103701.61 12750 31228.61 0.561 
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Figure 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) shows the wavelength dependence of (1-neff) 

and GVD of an evacuated HC-AR fiber. The fiber has a core dimeter of 

30 'm and silica wall thickness of 300 nm. It can be seen from Fig. 
6.1(a) and 6.1(b) that MSM closely follows the FEM calculation of HC-

AR fiber. However, the MSM starts deviates from the FEM simulations 

at longer wavelength regime. A modified version of MSM (mMSM) has 

been proposed by Finger et al. [11] where wavelength dependence of 

core radius is introduced. Figure 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) shows that the 

mMSM is well agreed with the FEM simulations in the longer wave-

length regimes. The wavelength dependence core radius is given by [7], 

[11] 

 �(�) = ��
1 + 5�2/��6 (6.3) 

where s = 0.047 is a dimensionless empirical parameter. 

When the HC-AR fiber is filled with noble gas, the anomalous dis-

persion of HC-AR fiber and normal dispersion of the filling gas coun-

terbalance each other. Therefore, the GVD can be tuned over the entire 

 

Figure 6.1. Comparison of (a) effective refractive index and (b) group velocity 

dispersion (72) calculated using MSM (blue), mMSM (broken red), and FEM 
(black) for an HC-AR evacuated fiber having core radius of 30 'm and silica 
wall thickness of 300 nm. The FEM calculations are in good agreement with 

MSM and mMSM except in the resonance region (∼ 630 nm). The MSM 
shows discrepancy in the longer wavelength regime whereas mMSM is well 

agreed with the FEM simulations. Inset of (b) shows the SEM of the fiber 

used in this simulation. 
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wavelength range by simply changing the pressure of the filling gas. 

Figure 6.2 shows the pressure dependence GVD of various noble gases 

with an idealized HC-AR fiber having core diameter of 30 'm. It can 
be seen from Fig. 6.2 that when the fiber is evacuated it has anomalous 

dispersion in the entire wavelength regime. By changing the pressure of 

the gas, the GVD can be changed over a wide range. The zero-

dispersion wavelength (ZDW) can also be tuned over a wide wave-

length range. As an example for Ar gas, the ZDW can be tuned from 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Pressure dependence GVD of various noble gases with an idealized 

HC-AR fiber having core diameter of 30 'm. The calculations are performed 
using mMSM. N: Normal dispersion regime, A: Anomalous dispersion regime. 
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UV to near-IR by changing the pressure from 5 bar to 30 bar which is 

shown in Fig. 6.2(d). Importantly, the GVD is low and weakly anoma-

lous over a wide range which allows to study soliton dynamics.  Figure 

6.3 shows the pressure dependence of ZDW and nonlinear refractive 

index for different noble gases. The ZDW can be tuned over a wide 

wavelength range and can be made far away from the pump wave (i.e. 

pump wavelength 1060 nm) for low pressure case. Helium (He) has 

lower ZDW whereas Xenon (Xe) has higher ZDW compared to other 

noble gases. The value of ZDW for a 30 'm core diameter HC-AR fiber 
for 10 bar He is ∼250 nm, whereas ZDW for 10 bar Xe is ∼950 nm.  

 

6.2 Nonlinearity and energy handling of gas-filled 

HC-AR fiber 

The nonlinearity can also be changed by changing the pressure of the 

gas. Figure 6.3(b) shows the nonlinear refractive index as a function of 

pressure. The nonlinear refractive index is calculated as in [9], [14], [15]. 

For noble gases, gas nonlinearity scales linearly with gas density, or 

with pressure at constant temperature [9], [14]. 

 
Figure 6.3. Pressure dependence of (a) ZDW and (b) nonlinear refractive index 

�2 for different noble gases with an idealized HC-AR fiber having core diame-
ter of 30 'm.  

(a) (b)
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The unique feature of the HC-AR fiber is that ∼99.99% of light can be 

guided in the core region whereas only a fraction of light ∼0.01% over-

laps with the silica parts over the entire wavelength range (except 

around the resonance wavelength) [1], [9], [16]. The results are shown 

in Fig. 5.12. Therefore, the nonlinearity in the system is due to the gas 

inside the fiber. Raman scattering can be neglected in a noble gas-filled 

HC-AR fiber due to very low power overlap with the silica parts of the 

fiber [9]. However, Raman-soliton dynamic can be studied for molecular 

gases such as N2 or SF6 [9]. 

Owing to low power overlap to the silica parts the optical damage 

thresholds of HC-AR fibers are much higher than in silica-core fibers [9]. 

The power overlap in the silica parts increases at resonance wave-

lengths where coupling between the  core modes and cladding modes 

occur [1]. Due to the increased power overlap at the resonance wave-

lengths, optical damage might occur. However, the resonance wave-

length can be shifted far from the operating wavelength by suitably 

choosing the silica strut thickness [9].  

6.3 FEM vs. capillary model 

Figure 6.4 shows a comparison between FEM and capillary model 

based mMSM on the spectral and temporal evolution in a 20 cm HC-

AR fiber filled with 5 bar Ar pumped in the anomalous dispersion re-

gime at 800 nm with 30 fs, 1 'J pulse. The pulse propagation was cal-
culated using unidirectional pulse propagation equation (see Eq. 2.26). 

It can be seen from Fig. 6.4 that a very good agreement is found be-

tween FEM and mMSM. However, a minor dissimilarity is found ∼380 

nm in which fiber resonance occurs due to the coupling between the 

core modes and cladding modes. The fiber resonance ∼380 nm corre-

sponds to the silica wall thickness 180 nm which is far away from the 

pump wavelength.  
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6.4 Soliton dynamic and UV light generation in gas-

filled HC-AR fiber 

Figure 6.4 shows that initially the pulse propagation is dominated by 

the interplay between anomalous dispersion and self-focusing self-phase 

modulation (SPM), leading to strong soliton self-compression down to 

sub-single cycle duration of 2 fs after 12 cm. The simulation parameters 

give soliton number 4.3.  At the maximum temporal compression point, 

maximum spectral broadening occurs (see Fig. 6.4(a-c)) resulting in a 

strong dispersive wave (DW) generation ∼217 nm. This DW generation 

is due to the strong soliton self-pulse compression of the input pulse 

which produces a broad spectrum in the frequency domain that over-

laps with resonant dispersive frequencies [9].  

The frequency of the dispersive wave can be obtained by a simple 

phase-matching condition. The phase-matching condition requiring that 

the dispersive wave at frequency = propagate with the same phase ve-
locity as that of the soliton at the frequency =�. The frequency shift 
Ω = = − =� can be determined by [17] 

 72Ω2 + 73
3 Ω3 − ?�� = 0, (6.4) 

where �� is the soliton peak power and ω� is the soliton central fre-
quency. The only real solution of the above equation is [17]  

 Ω ≈ − 372
73

+ ?��73
3722

. (6.5) 

The frequency shift Ω  is positive, if the solitons propagate in the 
anomalous dispersion regime (72 < 0) and (73 > 0). Hence, DW is gen- 
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erated at a higher frequency (a blue shift). The generation of DW can 

be tuned by simply changing the pressure of the gas [9]. 

Figure 6.5 shows the time-wavelength plots (cross-correlation fre-

quency-resolved optical gating spectrograms) which allows us to better 

understand the pulse propagation phenomena at different propagation 

distances. The spectrograms are plotted using a 10 fs Gaussian gate 

pulse. At a distance z = 3 cm self-focusing SPM dominates giving a 

positive nonlinear chirp across the pulse (indicated by the dashed line 

through pulse center; in the wavelength vs. time spectrogram we re-

mind that a negative slope corresponds to a positive chirp in this repre-

sentation). In the time domain the pulse is compressed owing to the 

 

Figure 6.4. Spectral (a-c) and temporal evolution (b-c) of a 1 'J, 30 fs long 
pulse in a 30 'm core diameter and silica wall thickness of 180nm Ar-filled 
HC-AR fiber under 5 bar using mMSM (top) and FEM (bottom). DW: disper-

sive wave. 
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soliton effect self-compression and the pulse experiences asymmetric in 

shape due to the self-steepening effect [5]. At the maximum temporal 

compression point (z = 12 cm), the pulse is compressed down to 2 fs 

resulting in a maximum spectral broadening in the frequency domain. 

The DW wave is emitted in the normal dispersion regime at ∼217 nm. 

The emitted DW expands linearly in the time domain as it propagates 

inside the fiber which is shown at z = 20 cm. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. Cross-correlation frequency resolved optical gating spectrograms at 

selected distances for a 30 fs, 1'J pulse injected in a 30 'm core HC-AR fiber 
filled with 5 bar Ar. In the spectrograms the horizontal dotted black lines 

indicates the ZDW. The spectrograms were calculated using a 10 fs Gaussian 

gate pulse. DW: dispersive wave. The spectrogram is represented by a dB 

scale from 0 dB to -40 dB. A: Anomalous dispersion, N: Normal dispersion. 
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6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the properties of gas-filled hollow-core anti-resonant 

fiber is demonstrated. The unique features of HC-AR fiber and pressure 

tunable dispersion and nonlinearity of filling gas make it possible to 

explore different nonlinear effects such as soliton-effect pulse compres-

sion, UV light generation, and supercontinuum generation and so on. 
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Chapter 7 

Gas-filled hollow-core fiber in the ionization 

regime 

The peak intensity of a laser pulse inside gas-filled hollow-core anti-

resonant fiber can reach over 1014 W/cm2.  Such an intense laser pulse 

is enough to ionize noble gas and form a plasma without damaging the 

fiber [1]–[3] and creates free electron densities over ��~1017 cm−3. The 

generation of free electrons modifies the nonlinear pulse propagation 

equation. In this chapter, different ionization models and generation of 

free electron densities have been described. Finally, we will discuss 

combined action of Kerr and ionization on the nonlinear pulse propaga-

tion in the mid-IR.   

7.1 Ionization models 

To calculate the ionization rate of free electrons several ionization 

models have been established such as the Keldysh model [4], Perelomov, 

Popov and Terent’ev (PPT) model [5], and Ammosov, Delone, and 

Krainov (ADK) model [6]. The ionization rate model of a hydrogen-like 

ground state in a short-rate rate was first proposed by Keldysh. Pere-

lomov, Popov and Terent’ev also proposed an ionization rate equation 

in which both multiphoton ionization and tunnel ionization was consid-

ered. The ionization rate can also be calculated by the Ammonsov-

Delone-Krainov (ADK) model. This model is the simplest form of the 

PPT model resitricted in the tunneling regime.  
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7.1.1 Keldysh parameter 

To classify different ionization regimes, Keldysh introduced a dimen-

sionless parameter. In atomic units, the Keldysh parameter is expressed 

as [3], [7], [8] 

 � = �� √2�� = √ ��2�� , (7.1) 

where � is the angular frequency of laser field, F is the strength of the 

laser field, Ip is the ionization potential of an atom, and Up is the pon-

deromotive potential. The ponderomotive potential is defined as the 

cycle average kinetic energy of an electron in the laser field which can 

be written as  

 �� = � 2
4�2. (7.2) 

The Keldysh parameter can also be defined as the ratio between the 

tunneling time (the time needed for an electron to cross the Coulomb 

barrier), and the during which the same barrier is lowered by the laser 

field which is expressed as 

 � = 2�√2���0� =  !"#�0 .  (7.3) 

Using Fig. 7.1 the barrier width can be written as 

 ∆% = ��� . (7.4) 

To estimate the tunneling time, the electron velocity inside the barrier 

is assumed to be the same as that in the ground state. The tunneling 

time is expressed as 

  !"# = ∆%&'#( = ���&'#(, (7.5) 
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where Δl is the width of the barrier and vgnd is the velocity of the elec-

tron in the ground state. The ionization potential, IP is written as 

 �� = 12)�&'*2 . (7.6) 

The electron velocity in atomic unit is given by 

 &'* = √2��. (7.7) 

From Eqs. (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) the tunneling time can be expressed as 

  !"# = 12√2��� . (7.8) 

The Keldysh parameter can also be expressed as  

 � =  !"#�0/2 = √2���0� .    (7.9) 

The value of Keldysh parameter determines the state of ionizations 

regime of atoms in a laser field. When � ≫ 1, multiphoton ionization 

occurs, and tunnel ionization happens when � ≪ 1. 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Potential barrier formed by the laser field. Redrawn after [9]. 
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In the regime of multiphoton ionization, electrons are pulled out of the 

atom by absorptions of several photons, and in the tunneling regime, 

the electron leaves the atomic core by passing through the Coulomb 

barrier lowered by the laser field. The multiphoton and tunnel ioniza-

tion process is shown in Fig. 7.2. In the following section we will dis-

cuss on the PPT model and ADK model. 

7.1.2 Ionization rate equation of PPT model 

The PPT model was derived for a short-range potential and includes 

the effect of the long-range Coulomb interaction through the first-order 

correction in the quasi-classical action, which does not consider any 

discrete binding states other than ground state. The ionization rate of 

PPT model can be written as [9] 

 .//0 = ∑ �2(� , �),∞
2≥26ℎ8

 (7.10) 

where 9!ℎ* = (�� + ��)/�  is the minimum number of photon required 

to ionize an electron through the multiphoton process or the ionization 

threshold. Assuming the electron is in the state, <, %, ), before the field 

arrives in which < is the principal quantum number, % is the orbital 

quantum number, and ) is magnetic quantum number. 

 
Figure 7.2. (a) Multi-photon ionization and (b) tunnel ionization. Redrawn 

after [9]. 
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The rate to ionization by absorbing 9 photons of PPT model in atomic 

units can be expressed as [9] 

 �2(� , �) = =2(�, �)|?#∗A∗ |2B(%, ))�� (2�0� )2#∗, (7.11) 

where 

 =2(�, �) = E−(G(2−H))�J(√K(9 − &)),  

 

 & = ��� (1 + 12�2) = �� + ��� ,  

 

 L(�) = 2(sinh−1 � − �√1 + �2),  

 

 K(�) = 2�√1 + �2,  

 

 �J(S) = S2|J|+1
2 ∫ E−U26|W|√1 −  Y ,1

0
  

The ionization rate can be written as 

 

�//0 (� , �) = |?#∗A∗ |2B(%,))�� (2�0� )2#∗−|J|−1 ( 1√1 + �2)
−|J|−1

× 4√3� 1|)|! �2
1 + �2 E−2]03] '(_) ∑ =2(�, �)∞

2≥26ℎ8
, (7.12) 

where (2]0 ] )2#∗
 is the correction of the long-rage Coulomb interaction 

given that the Coulomb field is expressed as �0  =  (2��)32  and the 

Keldysh number is � =  �(]0
13

] ) . 
The effective principal quantum number <∗ = e(2fg)0.5, and the effec-

tive orbital quantum number is %∗ = <∗
−1 . The three coefficients are 
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|?#∗A∗ |2 = 22#∗

<∗Γ(<∗ + %∗ + 1)Γ(<∗ − %∗),  

 B(%,)) = (2% + 1)(% + |)|!)2J|)|! (% − |)|!),  

 k(�) = 32� {(1 + 12�2 sinh−1(�) − √1 + �2
2� )},  

The value of ∑ =2(�, �)∞2≥26ℎ8  can be obtained approximated by setting 

the upper limit of the sum to 9JoU − & = 10/L(�). For even larger val-

ues of 9, the contribution to the sum can neglected because EG(2−H)is 
much smaller than that of the leading terms. 

7.1.3 Ionization rate equation of ADK Model  

Ammosov, Delone, and Kraivon (ADK) derived the expressions for the 

tunnel ionization of arbitrary complex atoms and atomic ions. The 

model is derived from the PPT model restricted to the tunnel ioniza-

tion [3], [7]. The effective principal quantum number is <∗ = p/√2��  
and the effective orbital quantum number is %∗ = <∗ − 1. In the tunnel-

ing regime, � ≪ 1, we have ( 1√1+_2)−|J|−1 ≈ 1, ∑ =2(�, �) ≈ 1,∞2≥26ℎ8  

and k(�) ≈ 1. The ionization rate can be written as[9]  

 
�tuv(� , �) = |?#∗A∗ |2B(%,))�� (2�0� )2#∗−|J|−1 E−2]03] . 

 

(7.13) 

When � ≫ 1, the main difference between the PPT and ADK rate is 

caused by the k(�) because it is in the exponent of the PPT rate.   

7.2 Free electron density calculation 

The density of free electrons can be expressed as [3], [7], [10], [11] 
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w��w = .(x)(�0 − ��), (7.14) 

where W(E) is the ionization rate, �� is the free electron density and 

�0 is the density is combined population of atoms and ions. In the 

calculation of free electron density the first ionization level is consid-

ered. The collisional excitation and electron recombination is also ne-

glected [12]. Equation (7.14) can also be written as [13] 

 ��(y,  ) = �0 [1 − ES{ (− ∫ .(x(y,  ′))Y ′!
−∞

)]. (7.15) 

In can be seen from Eq. (7.15) that the free electron density and ioni-

zation rate are nonlinear function of the electric field [7]. The ionization 

fraction (��/�0) as a function of time is shown in Fig. 7.3 in which 

most of the free electrons are generated across the intense portion of 

the pulse. The growth of the free electron density occurs across the 

pulse envelop as the pulse duration is much lower than the recombina-

tion time (the time needed to recombine the electrons to their parent 

ions)[3].  

7.3 Nonlinear polarization due to ionization 

In chapter 2 section (2.2.1), the pulse propagation equation is derived 

under the assumption that there is no free charge in the medium. How-

ever, this assumption is not valid when sufficient free electrons are gen-

erated inside hollow-core fiber filled with noble gas [3], [7]. Therefore, 

the effect of ionization needs to be included in the nonlinear pulse 

propagation equation.  

Due to the movement of free electrons, a current will induce.  The 

current density, J relates with the polarization which is expressed as 

 ~( ) = w�w . (7.16) 

The polarization due to the free electrons can be written as 
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 ��A�� = ES( )��, (7.17) 

where S( ) is the distance from their parent nuclei [3]. 

 

From Eq. (7.16) current density J can be written as  

 ~ = w��A��w = ES( ) w��w + E�� wS( )w . (7.18) 

In this picture, the electron is “born” on the outer side of the Coulomb 

barrier at a distance of S0( ) ≈ �{/Ex( ) from the nucleus and with 

zero initial velocity &�  =  wS/w  ≈  0 [7], [11]. 

As ����! ≠ 0, S( ) is substituted by S0( ) in the first term of the cur-

rent [13], yielding 

 ~ = ES0( ) w��w + E�� wS( )w . (7.19) 

The second time derivative of polarization can be written as  

 

Figure 7.3. The intensity (left) and ionization fraction (right) as a function of 

time. The ionization fraction is calculated using a 30 fs Gaussian pulse with 

energy of 10 �J,  30 �m hollow-core anti-resonant fiber filled with Kr having 

10 bar pressure.   
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w2��A��w 2 = w~w = E w(S0 w��w )

w + E�� w2S( )w 2 + E wS( )w w��w . (7.20) 

Assuming the initial velocity of an electron is &�  =  wS/w  ≈  0, the 

expression for the second term is found as a solution to Newton’s equa-

tion of motion 

 
w2S( )w 2 = Ex( ))� . (7.21) 

The polarization can be expressed as [3], [7] 

 

��A��(y,  ) = �/ ∫ 1x(y,  ′)
!

−∞
w��( ′)w ′ Y ′

+ E2
)� ∫ ∫ ��(y,  ′′)x(y,  ′′)Y ′′Y ′!′′

−∞
!′

−∞
. (7.22) 

The first term in Eq. (7.22) accounts for the loss of pulse energy due to 

the ionization process. The second term presents the temporal variation 

of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index due to the pres-

ence of free electrons [14]. 

The refractive index of the plasma can be written as [3] 

 <�Ao�Jo = √1 − ��E2
�0)��2 = √1 − ��2�2, (7.23) 

Where �� is the plasma frequency which is expressed as [15] 

 �� = √��E2
)��0 . (7.24) 

Equation (7.23) shows that if the generation of free electrons increase, 

the refractive index of the plasma will be decreased which is opposite to 

the Kerr effect. It can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that the generation of free 

electrons increases across the most intense portion of the pulse envelope. 

Therefore, the variation of the refractive index will be in one direction 

across the pulse [3].  Due to these phenomena, we will see in the later 

section that the pulse broadening will occur towards the blue also 
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named as soliton self-frequency blue shift which is asymmetric in shape 

[1], [3], [7], [8], [14]. The phenomena can be considered as the opposite 

to the Raman self- frequency red shift.   

7.4 Soliton-plasma dynamics in the mid-IR 

In this section, the soliton-plasma nonlinear dynamics in a mid-IR 

pumped Xe-filled HC fiber based on the so-called anti-resonant (AR) 

effect has been investigated. We find a soliton dynamics scenario where 

multiple soliton self-compression stages are observed, which we explain 

as a direct consequence having distinct propagation stages with either 

the self-focusing or the self-defocusing nonlinearity dominates. This 

happens for certain system parameter ranges, mainly involving moder-

ate gas pressure and input pulse intensities. 

HC-AR fibers provide relatively low-loss transmission, low light-

glass overlap, and broadband guidance [16]–[19]. However, one of the 

main striking features of HC-AR fibers is that ∼99.99% light can be 

guided inside the central hollow-core region, which significantly en-

hances the damage threshold levels [1], [19]. Another advantage of us-

ing gas-filled HC fibers is that both the dispersion and nonlinearity can 

be tuned by simply changing the pressure of the gas [1], [20], [21] while 

at the same time providing extremely wide transparency ranges. Re-

cently, silica HC-AR fibers suitable for the mid-IR were demonstrated 

with a propagation loss of <0.1 dB/m in the wavelength range 3-4 �m 

[16], [17].  

7.4.1 GVD and loss calculations  

The mid-IR properties of silica HC-AR fibers filled with the noble gass 

xenon (Xe) has been analysed. We pump in the anomalous dispersion 

regime at 3.0 �m and study the nonlocal soliton-plasma dynamics in a 
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recently fabricated HC-AR fiber (see Fig. 7.4 (c)). The fiber has a core 

43.7 �m core diameter and 0.74 �m  silica wall thickness. The wall 

thickess was chosen 0.74 �m so that it has first order resonance far 

away from the pump wavelength. This wall thickness introduces the 

first high loss band (resonance) at around 1.55 �m which is far away 

from the pump wavelength, and was chosen to give low loss at the 3.0 

�m pump wavelength. The resonance bands are indicated as ) = 1,2,3 

in Fig. 7.4(b).  

Inspired by recent works [1], [8], [20], the group-velocity dispersion 

(GVD) was calculated using the modified version of Marcatili and 

Schmeltzer’s model (mMSM)[20]. The mMSM model is described in 

chapter 6 (see section 6.1). In this work, the fundamental mode (LP01) 

is considered only and we ignore any polarization effects. The GVD 

and leakage loss were also calculated using the finite-element method 

(FEM). The mesh size and perfectly-matched layer (PML) parameters 

were carefully optimized to accurately model the leakage loss. A maxi-

mum mesh size of �/6 and �/4 was used in silica and air regions, re-

spectively [18], [22]. The power overlap in the silica walls was used to 

estimate the effective material loss and then added to the leakage loss 

to obtain the final propagation loss [18] which is shown in Fig. 7.4 (b). 

Figure 7.4(a) shows the GVD of 43.7 �m HC-AR fiber filled with 

1.2 bar Xe, calculated using capillary based mMSM (red line) and FEM 

(blue line). The FEM calculated propagation loss is shown in Fig. 

7.4(b). The FEM calculations are able to track the loss and the rapidly 

oscillating GVD in the high-loss resonance bands (gray shaded regions, 

with m being the resonance band index), which are introduced by the 

resonant coupling between the core and cladding modes. 
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In the resonance bands the GVD found by the mMSM stays smooth 

and continuous, while outside the bands it follows the GVD found by 

FEM quite well. However, we found discrepancy in the GVD calcula-

tions between mMSM and FEM in the longer wavelength regimes. The 

FEM results predict a propagation loss as low as ∼0.45 dB/m at 3.0 

�m.  

7.4.2 Pulse propagation in ionization regime 

The optical pulse propagation in the gas-filled HC-AR fiber was studied using 

the unidirectional pulse propagation equation [1], [2], [11], [14] 

 

wxwy = � (K(�) − �&')x(y, �) − L(�)2 x(y, �)
+ ��2

2�2�0K(�)ℱ[���(y,  )] (7.25) 

 

Figure 7.4.  Numerically calculated (a) GVD vs. wavelength using capillary 

model (red curve) and FEM (blue curve) (b) propagation loss of an HC-AR 

fiber filled with 1.2 bar Xe, and (c) SEM image of the fabricated fiber used in 

this simulation.  The gray bars indicate high loss regions. The fiber has 43.7 �m core diameter and 740 nm wall thickness. A: Anomalous dispersion, N: 

Normal dispersion. 
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where y  is the propagation direction,   is the time in the reference 

frame moving with the pump group velocity &', x(y, �) is the electric 

field in the frequency domain, � is the angular frequency, L(�) is the 

propagation loss, c is the speed of light in vacuum, K(�) is the propaga-

tion constant, ℱ denotes the Fourier transform, and ���(y,  ) is the 

nonlinear polarization. The nonlinear polarization ���(y,  ) has two 

terms through this relation [1], [2], [14]���(y,  ) = �0�(3)x3 + ���#(y,  ).  
The first term describes the Kerr effect, where �0 and �(3) are the vac-

uum permittivity and third-order nonlinear susceptibility, respectively, 

while the second term is the ionization effect shown in Eq. (7.22). 

The nonlinear refractive index (<2) of Xe at 1.2 bar was taken to be 

8 × 10−23 m2/W and considered wavelength independent as it does not vary 

significantly with wavelength [15]. This is also confirmed in a recent experi-

ment [23]. We neglect the Raman contribution due to the low power overlap 

with the silica parts (<<1%) and most of the light is guided in the core [21].  

The main point is that the dynamics of ��(y,  ) depends on whether mul-

ti-photon or tunnel ionization is occurring. In our case, the peak intensity 

inside the HC-AR fiber reaches around 70 TW/cm2. This should be in the 

range where tunnel ionization dominates over the multi-photon ionization, in 

particular because in the mid-IR the photon energy is low and thus multi-

photon ionization has a high intensity onset threshold. Therefore, to calculate 

the free electron density, it is enough to consider quasi-static tunneling ioniza-

tion based on ADK model. We also used the PPT [1] model, which includes 

multi-photon ionization as well, and found essentially the same results. Final-

ly, the Keldysh parameter (�) was checked to be less than unity. We there-

fore conclude that tunnel ionization dominates. 

The optical pulse propagation was modelled using either using no 

loss and the GVD from mMSM (see Fig. 7.5(a-b)) or using the full 

FEM loss and GVD profile or (see Fig. 7.5(c-d)). We mainly focus on 

the mMSM as it allows to better understanding the fundamental dy-

namics behind the observed multi-compression stages without the inter-
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ference oscillations due to the resonances of the FEM. We emphasize 

that the two models qualitatively give similar results, as evidenced in 

the direct comparison between the two models in Fig. 7.5. 

The spectral and temporal soliton-plasma dynamics in a 25 cm HC-

AR fiber having core diameter 43.7 �m filled with 1.2 bar Xe pumped 

in the anomalous dispersion regime at 3.0 �)  with 100 fs, 20 �J 

Gaussian pulses is shown in Fig. 7.5. The spectral and temporal evolu-

tions are shown in Fig. 7.5 for both mMSM (top panel) and FEM mod-

el (bottom panel). The low pressure of 1.2 bar was chosen to have a 

zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) at 630 nm deep into the visible, as 

the plasma dynamics tended to blue-shift the soliton dramatically well 

into the short-wavelength near-IR. Initially, the pulse propagation is 

dominated by the interplay between anomalous dispersion, self-focusing 

SPM, and self-steepening [14], leading to strong soliton self-compression 

down to sub-single cycle duration of 7 fs (less than single-cycle dura-

tion at its blue-shifted center wavelength of ∼1.5 �m) after propagat-

ing 4.8 cm. It can be seen from Fig. 7.5(a) that at the maximum tem-

poral compression point a blue-shifted spectrum is found, essentially 

forming a supercontinuum with a multiple octave-spanning bandwidth 

from 1.0-4.0 �m. The mechanism for blue-shifting is described in the 

later section. The spectrum broadens mainly towards the blue due to 

plasma formation in the self-compression stage; this is known to blue-

shift the soliton [15]. The plasma forms as the leading pulse field 

strength rises during the self-compression stage. Similar results are 

found using FEM calculations which are shown in Fig. 7.5 (b-d). How-

ever, a little discrepancy are found between mMSM and FEM calcula-

tions as the GVD of mMSM starts deviates in the longer wavelength 

regime than the FEM which is shown in Fig 7.4(a). 
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7.4.3 Soliton-plasma nonlinear dynamics in mid-IR 

gas-filled fiber 

At the maximum temporal compression, the peak intensity reaches 

~70 TW/cm2 which is enough to ionize the gas and form a plasma (see 

Fig. 7.5(b)) [1] and creates free electron density ∼ 1023)−3. Figure 7.6 

shows the numerically calculated intensity and nonlinear refractive 

index change between Kerr and plasma as a function of time for two 

compressed pulse, one compressed at 4.8 cm and other compressed at 

16.8 cm. At the maximum compression point (y = 4.8 cm), the nonlin-

ear refractive index change becomes negative and drops significantly 

across the compressed pulse which continues remaining trailing edge of 

the pulse. We observe that the pulse is not fully compressed rather it 

has pedestal in the trailing edge. 

Note that the maximum nonlinear refractive index change �n is 

∼ −5 × 10−4  and the maximum nonlinear plasma index is 4 times 

higher than nonlinear Kerr refractive. Such a significant change in the 

nonlinear refractive index indicates that the plasma contribution is 

dominant over the Kerr effect which creates the blue edge part of the 

spectrum [7]. The nonlinear refractive index change between Kerr and 

plasma was calculated using [15] 

 ∆< = <2� − ��22<0�02,    (7.26) 

The first term in Eq. (7.26) accounts the presence of Kerr, where <2 
is the nonlinear refractive index and I is the intensity of the optical 

pulse. The second term is due to the plasma formation, where <0 is the 

linear refractive index of the filling gas, �0 is the central angular fre-

quency in rad.s-1. 
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Figure 7.5. Simulation showing (a-c) normalized power spectral density (PSD) 

[dB] and (b-d) temporal intensity profile [TW/cm2] of a 20 �J, 100 fs long 

pulse in a 43.7 �m core Xe-filled HC-AR fiber under 1.2 bar based on the 

mMSM (top panel) and FEM (bottom panel). The vertical dashed line in (a) 

indicates the location of ZDW = 630 nm) N: normal dispersion regime; A: 

anomalous dispersion regime.  
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After the first compression, the peak intensity and free electron density 

drops which is not sufficient to maintain further ionization over few cm 

of the fiber. However, the pulse is again compressed down to ∼10 fs 

(which is almost single cycle pulse; a single cycle pulse at 3 �m corre-

sponds to ∼10 fs) at 16.8 cm reaching the peak intensity ∼60 TW/cm2 

which is shown in Fig. 7.6(b). The compressed pulse has low pedestal 

at the trailing edge compared to the first compression. At this com-

pression point, the free electron density reaches a value ∼0.5×1023 

which is sufficient to ionize the gas again. The nonlinear refractive in-

dex change ∆n is ~-2.3×10-4 and the maximum nonlinear plasma re-

fractive index increase by a factor of ∼2.7. The free electron density 

and the nonlinear refractive index change as a function of propagation 

distance are shown in Fig. 7.7. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 7.7 that 

the ionization process starts at ∼4 cm. The maximum ionization occurs 

at 4.8 cm in which the nonlinear refractive index change drops to its 

 
Figure 7.6.  Calculated intensity (left) and refractive index change (∆<) 

(right) at maximum compression (y = 4.8 cm) (a) and comprsion at y = 16.5 

cm (b) for a 20 �J, 100 fs long pulse filled with 1.2 bar Xe in an HC-AR fiber  

The peak intensity at maximum compression is ~2.9 times higher than the 

peak intensity of the input pulse. 
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minimum value and the ionization process continues few cm of the fiber. 

After that, the free electron drops to its minimum value and fails to 

have further ionization until 16 cm.  The ionization process starts again 

after 16 cm.  The pulse again undergoes strong temporal compression 

at 16.8 cm. Therefore nonlinear refractive index change drops and 

emerging broadband blue edge of the spectrum (see Fig. 7.5(a)). This 

process continues over few cm of the fiber until 18 cm. 

7.4.4 Supercontinuum generation and mechanisn of 

multiple soliton-compression stage 

In this section, we will discuss the main mechanism behind the multiple 

soliton-compression stages in Xe-filled HC-AR fiber. In Fig. 7.8 we plot 

intensity vs. time, the spectrogram and the normalized PSD vs. fre-

quency at selected distances. Figure 7.8(a) shows that at y = 3 cm self-

focusing SPM dominates giving a positive nonlinear chirp across the 

pulse (indicated by the dashed line through pulse center; in the wave-

 

Figure 7.7.  Calculated free electron density (left) and nonlinear refractive 

index change (right) as a function of propagation distance for a 20 �J, 100 fs 

long pulse filled with 1.2 bar Xe in an HC-AR fiber.  
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length vs. time spectrogram we remind that a negative slope corre-

sponds to a positive chirp in this representaion). At the maximum 

compression point (y = 4.8 cm, see Fig. 7.8(b)), the pulse is compressed 

down to 7 fs. The nonlinear refractive index change (∆<, see the black 

curve inside the spectrogram) is here strongly negative across the trail-

ing edge of the pulse due to the high intensity in the leading edge of 

the compressed pulse; this is the nonlocal action of the competing 

plasma-induced self-defocusing nonlinearity, which results in a negative 

chirp across the trailing pulse edge that prevents soliton compression of 

this part of the pulse. In contrast, at the early SPM stage at y = 3 cm 

∆< has only a weak negative value at the trailing edge. It should be 

emphasized that the maximum nonlinear refractive index change 

∆< ≈ −5 × 10−4 and the maximum nonlinear plasma index is ~9 times 

higher than the nonlinear Kerr refractive index. Such a significant 

change in the nonlinear refractive index indicates that the plasma con-

tribution is dominant over the Kerr effect. After the first compression, 

the soliton relaxes, leading to a drop in peak intensity (see Fig. 7.8(c)), 

and the free electron density drops quickly making the plasma disap-

pear a few cm after the self-compression point. Essentially now a sec-

ond stage starts with self-focusing SPM dominating (from y = 6 − 15 

cm). In Fig. 7.8(c) the spectrogram at y = 15 cm shows that this allows 

the trailing edge to accumulate enough positive nonlinear phase shift to 

flip the chirp from negative to positive. This chirp is then subsequently 

compensated by the anomalous GVD to give another soliton self-

compression stage at 16.5 cm, Fig. 7.8(d), this time down to 10 fs and 

60 TW/cm2 peak intensity. The same dynamics is now seen as in the 

first stage: a plasma forms during the compression that nonlocally in-

duces a negative chirp on the trailing edge (dashed line), again prevent-

ing complete compression. The energy in the trailing edge is reduced 

compared to the first compression.  
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It is clear that the steep onset and extinction of the plasma and the 

nonlocal action of the plasma nonlinearity are key in explaining the 

multiple compression stages. During the first compression stage self-

focusing SPM dominates, but as the plasma turns on ignited by the 

increasing intensity of the leading edge it induces in a nonlocal fashion 

a large negative chirp across the trailing edge, which prevents the soli-

ton in forming symmetrically across the pump pulse profile. Conse-

quently only little energy is then retained in the soliton.  

The negative nonlinearity of the plasma is then subsequently turned off 

as the peak intensity of the soliton drops after the self-compression 

point, the peak power in the uncompressed trailing edge is large enough 

to initiate an SPM-induced self-focusing chirp-reversal stage leading to 

an overall positive chirp again and thus build up to another soliton 

self-compression stage. This will happen repeatedly until the negative-

ly-chirped trailing pulse edge has insufficient peak power to sustain the 

SPM chirp-reversal stage following the self-compression point and the 

extinction of the self-defocusing plasma nonlinearity; one could imagine 

in this way to engineer a sequence of ultrafast few-cycle pulses.   

7.4.5 Coherence of the spectrum 

Figure 7.9 shows the power spectral density (PSD) and coherence of 

the spectrum at selected distances.  In order get an averaged spectrum 

and coherence properties, we carried out 50 simulations with different 

noise seeds. The first order coherence k12(1)(�) was calculated using [24] 

 
|k12(1)(�)| = < =�∗(�)=¢̃(�) >

√< |=�̃(�)|2 > < |=¢̃(�)|2 > 
(7.27) 
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where angle brackets denote an ensemble average and complex conju-

gate is denoted by asterisk . The spectral coherence function allows to 

investigate stability of an supercontinuum and is primarily a measure 

of the shot-to-shot phase fluctuations, with |k12(1)| ≈ 1 signifying perfect 

coherence. Figure 7.9(b) shows that the spectrum for y = 4.8 cm has a 

good coherence ≈1 over a broad range, while the coherence drops for  
 

the second compression stage at the second compression stage y = 16.5 

cm. The coherence drops at the later propagation stage which is proba-

bly due to the fact that the free electron density is sensitive to the  

 

Figure 7.8. Intensity vs. time (i), spectrogram (ii), and norm. PSD vs. frequen-

cy (iii) for (a) y = 3 cm, (b) y = 4.8 cm, (c) y = 15 cm, and (d) y = 16.5 cm 

of the simulation in Fig. 7.5. In the spectrogram the horizontal dashed and 

dotted black lines indicates ∆< = 0 and the ZDW, respectively, the slanted 

dashed black line through the pulse center indicates the slope of the chirp 

across the compressed pulse, and the black curve shows the nonlinear refrac-

tive index change. The spectrogram was calculated using a 25 fs Gaussian gate 

pulse. The spectrogram is represented by a dB scale from 0 dB to -50 dB. 
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noise fluctuation or spectral interference fringes formed after the first 

compression stage. Figure 7.9 (c) shows that the free electron density is 

insensitive to the noise fluctuation at the initial propagation stage 

whereas it is quite sensitive at the later stage of the propagation. 

7.5 Soliton-plasma dynamics in the near-IR 

We have also investigated the soliton-plasma dynamic in the near-IR 

pumping at 1 �m. To do so, we simply scale down the fiber parameters and 

pulse duration by a factor of ∼3 compared with mid-IR simulations shown in 

Fig. 7.5. We fixed the gas pressure to 2 bar. The effective mode index of the 

LP01 mode was caluclated using mMSM method. The simulation results are 

shown in Fig. 7.10 for 1 �J (top panel) and 2 �J (bottom panel). From Fig. 

7.10(a-b) it can be seen that multiple soliton compression stages can also be 

obtained in the near-IR as we observed in the mid-IR. 

 

Figure 7.9.  (a) Complex degree of first order coherence, (b)  power spectral 

density at z = 4.8 cm (red curve), z = 16.5 cm (blue curve), and z = 25 cm 

(black curve), and (c) free electron density vs. propagation distance obtain 

with 20 �~ , 100 fs long pulse filled Xe-filled HC-AR fiber under 1.2 bar. The 

averaged spectra and coherence properties were found by averaging over 50 

simulations with one photon per mode different noise seeds.  
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Next we increased the energy to 2 �J while kept the pressure to 2 bar.  

Now we observed soliton pulse splitting as in [25]. Due to the increased 

energy, the gas becomes ionized at the very initial stage of the pulse which is 

sufficient to form plasma. The soliton pulse splitting happens when the 

plasma appears at the very initial stage [25]. 

7.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, soliton-plasma dynamic in a xenon-filled hollow-core anti-

resonant silica fiber in the mid-IR has been numerically investigated. Due to 

the competing self-focusing and self-defocusing nonlinearities from the soliton-

plasma interaction we found an intriguing multiple soliton self-compression 

stage dynamics. This was caused by a sudden onset and quenching of the  

 

Figure 7.10. (a-d) Spectral, (b-e) temporal evolution, and (c-f) free electron 

density (left) and nonlinear refractive index change (right) as a function of 

propagation distance of a 33 fs long pulse in a 14.56 µm core Xe-filled HC-AR 

fiber under 2 bar for 1 �J (top panel) and 2 �J (bottom panel). The vertical 

dashed line indicates the location of the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW = 

0.42 µm). N: normal dispersion regime; A: anomalous dispersion regime. The 

effective mode index of the LP01 was calculated using mMSM and transmission 

loss was not considered in the model. 
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plasma during and after self-compression allowing distinct propagation 

stages with either self-focusing or self-defocusing nonlinearity dominating, as 

well as the nonlocal action of the plasma, where the leading edge of the self-

compressing self-focusing soliton ionizes the gas to affect the trailing edge with 

a competing self-defocusing nonlinearity. This process could be a novel way of 

generating a few-cycle pulse sequence. The coherence of such a multi-pulse 

soliton train is not high. We attribute this to the noise sensitivepulse splitting 

dynamics, which after the first compression stage results in a fluctuating 

plasma density that further adds to the noise sensitivity of the second pulse 

splitting event. This noise amplification of the fluctuating plasma was not 

observed before, but we have shown that it is an effect that should be taken 

into consideration, in particular in potential noise sensitive applications.  

While we presented simulations using the simplified MS capillary model, 

we as mentioned found qualitatively similar results using a full FEM 

model, except for interference from phase-mathcing to narrow-band 

resonances. It is evident here there is a challenge in designing the anti-

resonant wavelengths of the fiber to interfere as little as possible with 

the soliton-plasma dynamics. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

Hollow-core anti-resonant (HC-AR) fiber filled with noble gas allows to 

study and control many nonlinear interaction between light and gas.  

In this chapter, a brief   overview of the main results found in this the-

sis is presented.  

Chapter 2 presented the basic linear and nonlinear effects in fibers. 

The interactions between dispersive and nonlinear effects were dis-

cussed in which both effects have important effect on the pulse propa-

gation. New frequencies are generated due to the nonlinear effects 

whereas dispersion changes the temporal profile of the pulse. 

Chapter 3 described the guiding mechanism and modal properties of 

HC-AR fiber. We proposed a novel HC-AR fiber in which the larger 

cladding tubes have three smaller adjacent nested anti-resonant (AN-

AR) tubes inside them. We have thoroughly investigated the effects of 

the ANAR tubes on the fiber losses and modal properties. Our numeri-

cal results confirm that the ANAR tubes play an important role to 

reduce fiber loss and allow broadband effectively single-mode guidance. 

These essential properties do not appear when the nested tubes are not 

adjacent. Our results suggest that the proposed fiber is useful to study 

gas based nonlinear optics in the mid-IR. 

  In Chapter 4 we have thoroughly investigated the effect of the shape 

and position of a single nested anti-resonant element on the overall loss 

performance of a HC-AR fiber. We intentionally allowed the circular 

nested element tube to become semi-circular (the nested tubes become 

semi-circle during fabrication). From the numerical investigations we 

found that, it is not crucial to have a nested element with a negative 
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curvature, but its position is much more crucial. These results should 

give a better intuition when designing anti-resonant fibers with nested 

elements, and we expect that this will lead to novel designs with im-

proved performance.  

 Chapter 5 a novel HC-AR fiber is proposed in which the cladding 

tubes are anisotropic in shape rather than regular circular tubes. We 

found that the anisotropic shape has improved performance because it 

simultaneously offers: (a) strong negative curvature in the core, (b) 

node-free (non-touching) anti-resonant elements, and (c) larger distance 

from the core to the outer capillary for a given core curvature. We also 

presented some fabricated HC-AR fibers in this chapter. The transmis-

sion and measured loss of HC-AR fibers show that the fibers have 

broad transmission window and low loss. These properties of HC-AR 

fibers make an ideal medium to study ultrafast nonlinear optics. 

Chapter 6 discussed the modal properties of gas-filled HC-AR fiber. 

The excellent properties of HC-AR fiber i.e., broad band guidance, low 

loss (much lower than Kagome fiber), low-light glass overlap, and 

weakly anomalous dispersion make it possible to study gas-based non-

linear optics. Soliton dynamics and UV light generation is also dis-

cussed in this chapter. 

 Finally, Chapter 7 presented a numerical investigation of the pulse 

propagation in a xenon-filled hollow-core anti-resonant silica fiber in 

the mid-IR in the high intensity regime. We observed multiple soliton 

compression stages which is due to the competing self-focusing and self-

defocusing nonlinearities from the soliton-plasma interaction. We ex-

plored that they required a sudden onset and quenching of the plasma 

during and after self-compression allowing distinct propagation stages 

with either self-focusing or self-defocusing nonlinearity dominating, as 

well as the nonlocal action of the plasma, where the leading edge of the 

self-compressing self-focusing soliton ionizes the gas to affect the trail-

ing edge with a competing self-defocusing nonlinearity. The coherence 
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of such a multi-pulse soliton train is not high. We attribute this to the 

noise sensitive pulse splitting dynamics, which after the first compres-

sion stage results in a fluctuating plasma density that further adds to 

the noise sensitivity of the second pulse splitting event. This noise am-

plification of the fluctuating plasma was not observed before, but we 

have shown that it is an effect that should be taken into consideration, 

in particular in potential noise sensitive applications. 

The results presented in this thesis have identified several areas of 

research and potential applications for the future investigations. The 

thesis mainly focuses on the design of various state-of-the-art low-loss 

HC-AR fibers in the near-IR and mid-IR regime. However, optical 

properties of HC-AR fiber are still unexplored in the short wavelength 

(i.e., deep ultra-violet) and longer wavelength regime (i.e., >5 �m) 

where surface scattering loss and material attenuation of silica is the 

main limiting factor respectively. Therefore, the future research is sug-

gested to focus on the new HC-AR fiber designs which may have supe-

rior optical properties, low attenuation, truly single-mode fiber, and 

insensitive to bending.  Development of this kind HC-AR fiber might 

be an ideal candidate to generate supercontinuum source beyond 5 �m 

for various mid-IR applications. Design and fabrication of novel HC-

AR fiber taper can be of a particular interest and is also suggested for 

possible future work. HC-AR fiber taper filled with noble gas can be 

used to generate bright multiple dispersive waves in the deep ultra-

violet or even shorter wavelength range.     




